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SUNTO IN ITALIANO

Questo lavoro consiste nella progettazione di un sistema CRISPR/Cas13 per l’identificazione di

lncRNA funzionali nel cancro tramite HTS (screening ad alta capacità).

I lncRNA sono una classe di acidi ribonucleici di lunghezza superiore ai 200 nucleotidi ancora

poco caratterizzata. La loro disregolazione è stata associata a diverse malattie, tra cui diversi tipi

di cancro. Questo le rende delle molecole di potenziale ampia importanza nella ricerca sui

tumori, anche per quanto riguarda un possibile risvolto clinico. Per questo motivo, studi di

genomica funzionale possono essere di grande aiuto per la caratterizzazione della funzione di

questa classe di molecole. Questi studi sono normalmente portati avanti con sistemi atti alla

disattivazione di specifici geni, come ad esempio i più recenti sistemi CRISPR, di cui

CRISPR/Cas13 è un promettente sistema in grado di sopprimere l’espressione di specifici RNA

basandosi sulla complementarietà di sequenza. Per questo motivo abbiamo sviluppato un sistema

CRISPR/Cas13 per l’utilizzo in screening ad alta capacità (HTS).

Abbiamo generato un plasmide che contiene una cassetta di espressione con la proteina CasRx

(Cas13 da Ruminococcus flavefaciens) che viene integrata all’interno del genoma. Abbiamo

utilizzato questo vettore per creare 60 linee cellulari di cancro che esprimono in maniera

omogenea e stabile la cassetta di espressione per CasRx selezionando quelle con la migliore

efficienza di silenziamento di RNA per essere usate successivamente per eseguire screening ad

alta capacità. Abbiamo anche ottimizzato gli RNA guida (RNA utilizzati per riconoscere il target

del silenziamento genico) utilizzando un tipo di DR (direct repeat) modificata e due sequenze di

riconoscimento diverse per ogni sgRNA (single guide RNA). Inoltre, abbiamo generato un

plasmide che è stato poi utilizzato per creare un topo transgenico da utilizzare in futuri

esperimenti in vivo.



Date le caratteristiche dei lncRNA e data la loro difficile e ridotta caratterizzazione, abbiamo

deciso di mettere insieme trascritti da tutti i database disponibili contenenti lncRNA, sia quelli

curati manualmente come ENSEMBL che quelli costruiti computazionalmente come

NONCODE. Abbiamo aggiunto anche informazioni sulla conservazione evolutiva dei lncRNA

utilizzando trascritti provenienti da 6 articoli che hanno studiato la conservazione evolutiva di

questa classe di trascritti. L’aggiunta di questa informazione è importante al fine di poter poi

eseguire degli esperimenti in vivo sul modello animale generato precedentemente, in quanto solo

lo studio di trascritti conservati può avere valenza clinica anche sull’uomo. Data la similarità di

gruppi di trascritti, provenienti dallo stesso locus genico e che originano probabilmente dallo

stesso trascritto iniziale per processamento dell’RNA, abbiamo creato, tramite diversi script,

delle famiglie di lncRNA che raggruppano gli RNA simili tra di loro in un’unica famiglia, che

verrà poi utilizzata per disegnare gli RNA guida.

Successivamente, è stato creato un programma che, a partire da un software di scoring per

sgRNA di CRISPR/Cas13 ideato da un altro laboratorio, permette di disegnare sgRNA a partire

da un input in regioni genomiche o in sequenze. Questo programma permette all’utente di

scegliere molti parametri su cui basarsi per disegnare le guide, come, per esempio, la loro

distanza nel trascritto.

Tra i quasi 100’000 lncRNA nella nostra lista, ne abbiamo selezionati 24172 basandoci sul

livello di espressione. In particolare, abbiamo mappato RNA-seq provenienti da tutte le linee

cellulari derivate da tumori solidi in CCLE (Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia) e abbiamo

selezionato un gruppo di lncRNA più espressi in media in tutte le linee cellulari, un gruppi in

specifici tessuti e un gruppo in specifiche linee cellulari, selezionando poi anche alcuni tra i più

espressi trascritti conservati. Abbiamo quindi usato il programma descritto precedentemente per



disegnare una libreria di sgRNA con la score più alto possibile e seguendo dei parametri di

ampia distanza delle sgRNA all’interno del trascritto targettizzato. Inoltre, uno step di rimozione

di off-targets ci ha permesso di eliminare tutte quelle guide che mappano trascritti multipli o geni

codificanti proteine. Abbiamo utilizzato il programma anche per disegnare gli opportuni sgRNA

da utilizzare come controllo, parte fondamentale dell’esperimento.

Per validare la nostra libreria di sgRNA abbiamo eseguito un esperimento di HTS per osservare

il comportamento dei controlli e delle sgRNA.

Il sistema realizzato è risultato promettente per lo studio futuro della funzionalità di lncRNA nel

cancro. In particolare, l’utilizzo di CRISPR/Cas13 invece di altri sistemi come CRISPR/Cas9 o

RNAi (RNA interference) ci permette di limitare l’effetto off-target e soprattutto di targettizzare

in modo semplice lncRNA che agiscono nel nucleo (altri sistemi come RNAi non lo

permettono). Data la caratteristica espressione tipo cellulare specifica di molti lncRNA, la

generazione di 60 linee cellulari tumorali esprimenti stabilmente CRISPR/Cas13 per eseguire

esperimenti HTS è di grande utilità per uno studio di ampia portata che mira ad elucidare in

maniera più chiara il funzionamento dei lncRNA nei tumori. L’utilizzo di trascritti da molteplici

database e il mantenimento delle informazioni sulla conservazione ci permettono di minimizzare

il bias dovuto alla grande differenza e poca concordanza che ritroviamo nei database di lncRNA

e la selezione dei trascritti più espressi risulta in una valida libreria di sgRNA utile alla ricerca di

lncRNA funzionali.

Ci sono poche librerie di sgRNA rivolte allo studio dei lncRNA, di cui soltanto tre utilizzano il

sistema CRISPR/Cas13. Di queste, una ha come target soltanto 25 lncRNA e altri due sono

specifici per RNA circolari (crRNA). Questo rende la nostra libreria di sgRNA la più grande

disponibile al momento non solo per quanto riguarda il sistema CRISPR/Cas13, ma in generale,



visto che la libreria precedentemente più grande per lncRNA ha avuto come target 16401

trascritti.

Inoltre, la nostra libreria di sgRNA comprende 54 dei 76 lncRNA finora ritenuti funzionali nel

cancro e quelli che non sono presenti non possono essere targettizzati per via delle loro

caratteristiche (e.g. sono antisenso ad un trascritto codificante proteine).

Infine, l’esperimento HTS eseguito in questo studio suggerisce che la nostra libreria di sgRNA è

ben disegnata, nonostante ci sia ancora spazio per miglioramenti.
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Chapter 1

Scope of the Study

LncRNAs are a novel class of non-coding transcripts longer than 200 bp whose

role as important cell regulators is emerging in a growing number of studies.

Despite the low amount of well-characterized lncRNAs, already several of them

have been linked to disease and, in particular, to cancer. The lack of well

developed and concordant annotations and databases along with the low level

of conservation are hindering important discoveries about the function of this

class of transcripts by making it difficult to design and perform both in vitro and

in vivo experiments. The recent advent of the CRISPR/Cas technologies are

opening up plenty of possibilities to perform faster, better and cheaper

functional studies via genetic perturbation. Among these techniques,

whole-genome scale perturbation is a promising and cost-effective way to assess

functionality on the genomic scale and is starting to be used not only in

protein-coding genes but also in lncRNAs. Our study aims to provide a robust

and scalable screening platform to investigate non-coding RNAs functionality in

diverse tumours by using the CRISPR/Cas13 RNA-targeting system and by

designing a large and up-to-date sgRNA library. This will allow the generation
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of a lncRNA vulnerability atlas across solid tumours and the identification of

novel functional lncRNAs.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

2.1 lncRNAs

2.1.1 LncRNAs and Their Characteristics

Non-coding transcripts have been long not considered due to the focus on

protein-coding genes given by the common knowledge that RNA transcripts are

normally translated into proteins. However, the Human Genome Project [1]

showed that the genome undergoes what is called pervasive transcription,

which means that the majority of the DNA is transcribed. This gives rise to a

transcriptome which, not considering ribosomal RNAs, consists mostly of

non-coding RNAs, which according to the ENCODE project are summing up to

54% of the transcribed sequences. Of this heterogeneous landscape of

non-coding sequences, the most abundant consists of lncRNAs. LncRNAs are

transcripts longer than 200nt that do not encode any protein or peptide (they

lack an open reading frame). They are mainly transcribed by RNA polymerase II

and the majority of them are polyadenylated. However, some of these

transcripts do not follow this biogenesis path and are transcribed by RNA
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polymerase III. In comparison with the mRNAs of the protein-coding genes,

lncRNAs are less stable and are prevalently localized in the nucleus [2, 3]. They

are also enriched in two exons transcripts and have a median length of less than

1000bp [4], resulting in them being on average shorter and less complex than

protein-coding RNAs. They are usually classified based on their localization in

the genome in: Antisense lncRNAs, which are, as the name suggests, arising

from the antisense strand of a protein-coding gene; Long intergenic non-coding

RNAs or LincRNAs, which are not overlapping in any way with protein-coding

genes; Sense overlapping lncRNAs, having some degree of overlapping on the

same strand with coding genes and Sense intronic lncRNAs, arising from the

same strand of introns of coding genes. LincRNAs are found to represent the

most abundant group [2, 5]. In addition, some lncRNAs have been shown to be

precursors of small RNAs. Zfas1, for example, gives rise to three different small

nucleolar RNAs or snoRNA while h19 is thought to be a precursor of a

microRNA, making the boundary between lncRNAs and small RNAs less

defined [6, 7].

2.1.2 Functions of lncRNAs

LncRNAs have been found to have a diverse set of functions, both at genetic and

epigenetic levels regulating transcriptional, post-transcriptional, translational

and post-translational stages [8]. LncRNAs can interact with different proteins

and promote their binding to specific regions in order to mediate expression

activation or suppression (Fig.2.1a). For example, the well-known lncRNA

MALAT-1 [9, 10] was shown to mediate the expression of the LTBP3 gene by
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recruiting the transcription factor Sp1 on the LTBP3 promoter [11].

a) b)

d)c)

f)e)

mRNA

g)

FIGURE 2.1: Different roles of lncRNAs: (a) lncRNAs can interact with proteins to
promote their binding on specific loci (b) lncRNAs can act as guides, they promote
the binding of chromatin modification proteins on the DNA (c) lncRNAs can act as
a decoy, they bind proteins that would otherwise bind in DNA regulatory sequences,
sequestering resulting in alteration of transcription (d) lncRNAs can act as miRNA
sponges, sequestering miRNA and preventing them to bind their target mRNA (e)
lncRNAs can act promote extensive chromatin remodeling (f) lncRNAs can promote
mRNA translation by assisting their binding to ribosomes (g) lncRNAs can act as
Scaffold, they recruit several proteins forming complexes with the chromatin that have a

structural role

LncRNAs can also recruit chromatin modifiers to specific locations in the
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genome (Fig.2.1b). The lncRNA ANRASSF1 is able to recruit the repressing

epigenetic complex PRC2 at the RASSF1A promoter, resulting in the

down-regulation of the gene [12]. LncRNAs can act as decoy (Fig.2.1c) in order

to sequester transcription factors or other proteins inhibiting their functions [13].

The lncRNA PANDA was shown to interact with transcription factor NF-YA

upon DNA damage, competing with its binging to pro-apoptotic promoters to

mediate cell survival [14]. There are also non-coding transcripts with the

function of miRNA sponges (Fig.2.1d). The non-coding isoform of PNUTS,

lncRNA-PNUTS, binds on the micro RNA miR-205, acting as a sponge and

leading to the upregulation of the ZEB gene proteins during early stages of EMT

transition [15]. Extensive chromatin remodeling is also a well documented

function of this class of transcripts (Fig.2.1e). One of the first characterized

lncRNAs, XIST, is required for X chromosome inactivation during mammalian

development. The XIST lncRNA is transcribed selectively from the X copy that

will be silenced, and acts by binding numerous sites on the chromosome body

recruiting chromatin modulators that lead to the complete inactivation of most

of its genes [16, 17].

At the post-transcriptional level lncRNAs can bind specific mRNAs by

sequence complementarity in order to module their translation (Fig.2.1f ). The

antisense non-coding transcript of the coding gene Ubiquitin Carboxyterminal

Hydrolase L1 (Uchl1) was shown to promote, under rapamycin-induced mTOR

inactivation, the overexpression of its complementary sense transcript, by

recruiting the mRNA to polysomes without affecting the messenger level [18].

Besides regulatory functions, there are several non-coding transcripts

involved in structural functions, serving as scaffolds to build ribonucleic-protein
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complexes (Fig.2.1g). One of these lncRNAs is the nuclear enriched abundant

transcript 1 (NEAT1). NEAT1 serves as the main scaffold in the formation of

paraspeckles, complexes of lncRNAs and proteins present in the nucleus that

have a role in the regulation of the expression of specific genes [19].

2.1.3 LncRNA Role in Disease and Cancer

Aberrant expression of lncRNAs has been linked to several diseases, ranging

from cardiovascular diseases [20] to neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer

[21]. Of particular interest is the association of lncRNAs atypical expression

patterns and cancer. The switch from RNA Microarrays to High-throughput

sequencing led to a big increase in the identification of lncRNAs deregulated in

cancer phenotypes and, even though functional characterization struggles to

keep up, numerous lncRNAs are being found to be dysregulated in cancers. A

lot of these studies, though, are carried out using bioinformatic approaches to

find correlations between lncRNA over or under expression, somatic mutation

or gene dosage changes by copy number alterations and cancer [22]. These

methods are however not sufficient to confirm the functionality of these

transcripts or to derive a tumour suppressor or oncogenic role. To clearly

elucidate the role of these transcripts in tumours it is necessary to perform

functional studies with methods like RNAi [23, 24], or the more recent and

reliable CRISPR-Cas system [25] of which CRISPR-Cas13 is a promising tool to

perform loss or gain of function studies. In vivo studies on animal models are

also fundamental, but are hindered by the low level of conservation of lncRNAs,

so the field remains widely unexplored with only a few knock-down mouse
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models already generated [26]. However, even with all these limitations, some

lncRNAs have been found to play important roles in the regulation of tumour

suppressor genes and oncogenes [27]. For example, the lncRNA lincRNA-p21

was found important in transcriptional response dependent on p53. As we

already said, lncRNAs have also a role in chromatin modulation, therefore, they

have been linked to cancer-related chromatin alterations. One example is the

well-characterized lncRNA HOTAIR. This lncRNA is capable of mediating the

formation of a complex composed of the Polycomb Repressive Complex 2

(PRC2) and the complex LSD1 that mediates epigenetic modifications [28] and

it’s found to be overexpressed in several human cancers and related to

tumorigenesis and metastasis [29]. Another lncRNA linked to cancer is PTENP1.

This lncRNA act as a decoy for other non-coding transcripts belonging to the

class of microRNAs thus positively regulating the expression level of PTEN [30]

and it was found to be altered in melanoma, prostate and colon cancer [31].

Given all these examples, it must be underlined that only a few lncRNAs so far

were found functional in cancer [27]. Part of the reason for this, as already

mentioned, is the lack of functional studies and conservation of these transcripts

coupled with the fact that the majority of the lncRNAs are poorly annotated [32].

2.1.4 lncRNA Databases and Annotations

LncRNAs annotations and databases are much more discordant and

underdeveloped than the ones of protein-coding genes. The main reasons for

this are their low level of expression compared to coding genes, which makes it

difficult to confidently assign reads to transcripts and their poor evolutionary
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conservation [33–38] and cell-type specificity, which makes it hard to detect

lncRNAs that are arising from just a few samples and translates to a poor link

between sequence and function. The lack of open reading frames (ORFs) is

another fundamental factor, while ORFs and other sequence features can be

used to easily identify protein-coding genes, this is not possible for non-coding

transcripts.

There can be two types of annotation: Automatic and Manual. Automatic

annotation is carried out by computers using algorithms that are performing

transcript assembly based on RNA-seq reads. Due to the short length of these

reads, the assembly of transcripts is not accurate [39] leading to the

identification of incomplete or wrong constructs. Manual annotation, on the

contrary, is, as the name suggests, put together manually by researchers

following specific criteria. This results in more complete and accurate transcripts

collections. The resulting difference is that automatic annotations are producing

a much higher number of transcripts but with less accuracy, while manual

annotations are producing smaller databases but with more accurate lncRNAs.

This can be seen comparing the size of various databases. Integrative databases

(i.e. databases that use both manual and automatically reconstructed

transcripts) are quite large, with the largest being NONCODE [40] presenting a

collection of 96411 lncRNA genes, while manually curated databases, which

consist of GENCODE [5] developed from the ENBL and RefSeq [41] curated

from the NCBI, are relatively smaller, with GENCODE having 15,512 lncRNAs.

The difference is not only in the database size, resulting in a tradeoff between

quality and size, but also in the number of lncRNAs that the databases share.

According to Uszczynska-Ratajczak et al. [32] the majority of transcripts are not
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shared between databases, even in the manual curated ones less than 50% off the

lncRNAs are shared.

2.1.5 Evolutionary conservation of LncRNAs

LncRNAs are known to be poorly evolutionary conserved but information on

conservation is fundamental because of its tight link with functionality [33]. This

characteristic, alongside the low expression level, the high tissue and cell-type

specificity and the lack of an ORF that cause non-coding sequences to be

unconstrained (unlike highly constrained protein-coding sequences), makes

evolutionary conservation analysis of lncRNAs very challenging. Due to this,

only a few extensive studies on conservation have been performed. These

studies were taken on a variety of tissue types derived from different organisms

from hominids like the chimpanzee, to mice and non-mammal animals,

including samples from different developmental stages in a study from

Sarropoulos et al. [34]. Since there is no consensus on how to perform this type

of analysis, different groups chose different methods to decide whether or not

two transcripts have to be considered conserved. Necsulea et al. [33] and

Sarropoulos et al. [34] used RNA-seq reads assembly to determine non-coding

transcripts and reconstructed homologous families using sequence similarity.

Hezroni et al. [38] and Pervouchine et al. [36] also used RNA-seq assemblies,

but to determine homologous families they added, besides lncRNA sequence

similarity, whole-genome alignments requiring also synteny as criteria. Washietl

et al. [35] use lincRNAs from GENCODE [4] and assess orthology using

information on synteny by genome-wide alignments. Chen et al. [37] uses a
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custom-made pipeline to assemble novel lncRNAs from RNA-seq data and use

syntenic regions first followed by transcript-genome and transcript-transcript

sequence similarity to assess evolutionary conservation. These conservation

analyses found the lncRNAs to have a low level of sequence constraint. The

lncRNAs that were found conserved at various degrees, though, showed a

higher level of expression conservation [36] along with conservation of tissue

specificity [35]. Of notice, Sarropoulos study, which included developmental

lncRNAs, also found that conserved transcripts are more likely to have a

dynamic expression during development. The poor consensus in the method

used to build their collections together with the limitations in the number of

samples analyzed and the high lncRNA tissue specificity results in a poor

overlap between the conserved sets. However, by putting the different datasets

together the individual limitations of the different methods used are bypassed

and the resulting collection of conserved lncRNAs given by this papers remains

an invaluable tool for inferring functionality to integrate with other data.

2.2 CRISPR/Cas Systems and Their Use in Molecular

Biology

CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) sequences

associated with Cas proteins are primordial immune mechanisms found in most

bacteria and archaea genomes with the scope of neutralizing Bacteriophages

infections by cleaving their viral nucleic acids. This system is adaptive, meaning

that the microorganisms possessing it undergo a process of immunization that
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occurs via the integration of the new infecting nucleic acid in the CRISPR loci, in

order to have an immediate response on following infections [42–44]. These

specific characteristics of the CRISPR-Cas system make it a unique tool to

perform a different range of genetic perturbation applications. The CRISPR-Cas

system is characterized by having a CRISPR locus, where several target

sequences, named spacers, are separated by short repeating sequences called

direct repeats and a Cas module, which comprises one or more proteins that are

capable of recognizing the spacers and use them as a template to perform

cleavage of complementary nucleic acids. There are two classes of CRISPR-Cas

and several types for each class. Specifically, class 1 systems are characterized by

the presence of several Cas proteins acting together as a complex to perform the

nucleotide cleavage and are divided into types I, III and IV. Class 2 CRISPR-Cas

are defined, instead, by having only one Cas protein that alone has the nuclease

enzymatic activity and is divided into type II, V and VI [45]. Type II and V

contain respectively the Cas9 and the Cas12a protein (formerly named Cpf1)

and have been extensively characterized. Since target recognition is based on

Watson-Crick base-base complementarity, making the system very easy to

design, Class 2 CRISPR/Cas was harnessed to perform a variety of DNA

targeting experiments. For example, CRISPR/Cas9, arguably the most widely

used system from the CRISPR/Cas family, consist of a Cas protein named Cas9

which has nuclease activity and is able to disrupt the DNA forming a DSB in a

region of the genome that is complementary to the spacer; a crRNA (crisprRNA)

that is made of the direct repeats followed by the target sequences, a tracrRNA

(trans-activating crRNA) which forms a hybrid with the crRNA that is necessary

for the Cas9 protein to be active and produce the DSB [46, 47]. To perform a cut
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into the DNA the system requires a Protospacer Adjacent Sequence (PAM) that is

NGG (where N stays for "any base") following the target sequence. In the

engineered version of the CRISPR/Cas9 the tracrRNA and the crRNA are fused

together forming one single molecule [46] (2.2 (a)).

5'

3' 5'

NGG

sgRNApam

target

Cas9

sgRNA

target

Cas13

a) b)

5'

5'

5'

3'

FIGURE 2.2: Different CRISPR/Cas systems: (a) CRISPR/Cas9 requires PAM sequence
and creates DSBs in the DNA (b) CRISPR/Cas13 doesn’t require a PAM sequence and

acts directly on the RNA resulting in its knock-down

Besides the types I-V, Type VI was only recently described [48–50] and it has

the novel characteristic of targeting exclusively RNA instead of DNA, opening

up new possibilities for the study of RNA biology. Within type VI there are four

different subtypes [49–52]. All of them were used to assess their potential as

molecular biology tools for knock-down of RNAs, with the type VI-D resulting

in being the most promising [52]. In respect to typeVI-A to typeVI-C, Cas13d is

significantly smaller and doesn’t show to be dependent on PFS (Protospacer

Flanking Sites) [52]. From this sub-type [53] engineered and evaluated the

activity of different orthologues, finding their Ruminococcus flavefaciens XPD3002

Cas13 fused to a nuclear localization signal (NLS) as the most efficient [53].

Cas13d sequence is not highly conserved in respect to its orthologues a-c, except

for the RNA cleaving domains, that in all the proteins belonging to type VI
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consist of two HEPN RNases. The Cas13d is found normally in an inactive apo

conformation which changes to a surveillance conformation upon binding of the

crRNA thanks to the recognition of a short hairpin. When the surveillance

conformation recognizes the target RNA a cleavage competent complex is

formed [54]. There is no requirement for a PAM sequence unlike we find in Cas9

giving much more room for targeting sequence design. Another advantage is

that the seed region covers almost all the length of the crRNA, resulting in a

system less subjected to an off-target effect. Cas13 proteins are able to process

pre-crRNA into mature guides, giving the possibility to use multiple spacers

[54] (2.2 (b)).

2.3 Functional Screenings Methods for lncRNAs

2.3.1 How Functional Screenings Work

Lentiviral Pooled

CRISPR library

FIGURE 2.3: Pooled Screenings: (a) gRNA library is delivered to the cells through
lentiviral transduction. After selection, cell proliferation is carried on for several days.
Knock-down of a transcript can promote cell death, cell proliferation or can leave the
phenotype unaffected. At the end of the experiment, the cell pool is sequenced to

measure the phenotype (proliferation)
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Functional genomics screening techniques are valuable molecular biology tools

that allow to elucidate gene functionality in a variety of conditions (e.g. cancer).

They consist of delivering to cells in 2D culture a CRISPR guide RNA (gRNA)

library, making sure that each cell is infected by only one guide by using a low

multiplicity of infection (MOI). This delivery will trigger a loss of function of the

gene or a gain of function, based on the system used for the screening (e.g.

RNAi), and measurement of the phenotype (e.g. viability) is then performed (2.3

(a)). A typical type of screen is one based on cellular fitness. It consists in using a

knock-down or knock-out system in order to have a loss of function and what is

measured is the change in cell viability: a reduction in the number of cells that

contain a specific gRNA, indicates an important role of the targeted gene for

keeping the cell alive, this is considered a drop out in the screening. On the

other hand, an increase in the number of cells shows that this gRNA is affecting

a gene with negative effects on cell proliferation (e.g. a tumour suppressor) and

is considered an enrichment in the screening (Fig.2.3a) [55]. The majority of the

screens are performed with the CRISPR/Cas9 system, which is the

best-characterised system. These screenings are usually performed on

protein-coding genes either by knock-out (CRISPR ko), gene activation

(CRISPRa) or gene inactivation (CRISPRi) [55].

2.3.2 Screens for lncRNAs

While protein-coding genes screenings have been extensively performed,

functional screenings on lncRNAs, especially in a cancer context, have been

performed only in a handful of studies, and there is little consensus on the
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method that is best to use [56]. A broad range of techniques are available that

make it possible to perform large scale screenings of lncRNAs, but many of them

bear big burdens.

RNAi RNAi is a method that allows targeting directly the RNA molecule by

using a dsRNA with complementarity to the RNA that has to be knocked down

[57, 58]. Its function is only transient, but genome integration can also be obtained

by using short hairpin RNAs (shRNA), which are, instead, integrated into the

genome by viral infection, and therefore have a stable long term expression [59,

60]. Though several screenings were performed on lncRNAs using RNAi [61–65],

this system yields two main drawbacks. First, it has a significant off-target effect

that makes it difficult to discern whether the observed phenotype is caused by the

targeted lncRNA [66–68]; second, its action is mostly carried on in the cytoplasm,

leaving behind the majority of lncRNAs that exercise their function in the nucleus

[69] (Fig.2.4(a)).

ASOs Another method to target directly the transcripts is using antisense

oligonucleotides (ASO). ASOs are synthetic short ( 20bp) DNA molecules that

are complementary to an RNA target. The binding of the ASO to the target

transcript can be recognized by the RNAse-H that destroys the target resulting

in its knock-down [70]. The biggest screening performed with ASOs [71],

though, has targeted only 285 transcripts and was performed only for a short

time (48h), given to the transient nature of the method (since DNA cannot be

encoded genetically). Hence, ASOs use is preferred for the validation of targets

rather than in functional screenings (Fig.2.4(b)).
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CRISPR CRISPR/Cas systems can be used both for targeting the

transcripts indirectly, by targeting the genome [72] or directly by targeting the

RNA molecule [49]. CRISPR/Cas9 is a common system used to perform

protein-coding genes screenings [73], and was therefore used also for lncRNA

discovery [74]. Targeting lncRNAs with Cas9, though, brings a major limitation.

In fact, in coding genes screenings this technique is used to disrupt the target’s

ORF, thus knocking it out. The lack of an ORF that characterizes lncRNAs makes

it impossible to use this approach in the same way, therefore, the possible

workarounds are to perform deletions or to target splice-sites. However,

disrupting a lncRNA sequence in this way does not necessarily lead to a

dropout, because the mutated region may not affect its function. The Cas9

protein has also been used in its dead Cas9 (dCas9) version, where the nuclease

domain is not active anymore, fused with proteins that are able to perform

chromatin modifications. The CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) system, for

example, consist of a dCas9 that is fused with a repressor domain, leading to

silencing of the gene [75]. The CRISPR activation (CRISPRa) system, on the

other hand, pairs the dCas9 with an activator domain, increasing the expression

of the targeted lncRNA. Both these systems have also been used successfully in

functional screenings [25, 76, 77]. Nevertheless, CRISPR/Cas9 is targeting

directly or indirectly the genome, either by inducing double stranded breaks

(DSBs) or by modulating chromatin, resulting in the possibility of interfering

with other DNA elements close to the target or overlapping with it, making the

use of this technique far from optimal [78]. CRISPR/Cas13, on the other hand,

gives us the possibility to directly target the transcript of interest [49], solving all

the issues that are connected to DNA targeting systems. Furthermore, compared
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with RNAi, CRISPR/Cas13 doesn’t show to have a problematic level of

off-target effect [79] making it a first choice tool for functional screening of

lncRNAs (Fig.2.4(c)).

By far, only three screenings were performed using CRISPR/Cas13 for

lncRNA studies. The first one was performed on a small subset of very long

intergenic lncRNAs (vlincRNAs), and it was used to assess anticancer drug

treatments response [80]. The other two CRISPR/Cas13 screenings were

performed on circular RNAs (circRNAs). They were designed to target the

back-splicing junctions typical of circRNAs in order to selectively knock them

down [81, 82].

a) b) c)siRNA

RISC

ASO

RNAse H
sgRNA

target

Cas13

sgRNA

5'

5'

FIGURE 2.4: lncRNA Perturbation Methods: (a) RNA knock-down with siRNA: the
RISC complex binds the delivered siRNA and recruit a complementary RNA that
is then cleaved by a nuclease domain (b) RNA knock-down with ASOs (Antisense
Oligonucleotides): the delivered ASO recruits an RNAseH that perform the cleavage of
the complementary RNA (c) RNA knock-down with CRISPR/Cas13: the Cas13 protein

recognises the guide RNA and binds the complementary RNA mediating its cleavage
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Chapter 3

Materials and Methods

3.1 Cell Culture

3.1.1 Cell Maintenance

All cell lines were cultured in DMEM (ThermoFisher Scientific) or RPMI

(ThermoFisher Scientific) medium with 10% FCS Superior (Sigma-Aldrich) and

1% penc/strep (ThermoFisher Scientific). Passaging of the cells was made at

75-85% confluency. Incubation conditions were 37°C with 5% CO2.

3.1.2 Transfection

For all transfection experiments, we used a Lipofectamine®3000 (ThermoFisher

Scientific) protocol. In Tube 1 we put 140 µL of OptiMEM and 7.2 µL of

Lipofectamine®3000. In Tube 2 we put 140 µL of OptiMEM (ThermoFisher

Scientific), 4.8 µL of P3000 reagent given with the Lipofectamine®3000 kit and

2.24 µg of plasmid DNA, which consists of pre-mixed Cas13

transposon/transposase plasmids in a ratio of 5:1. We combined the tubes with
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a 1:1 ratio followed by an incubation period of 5 minutes at room temperature.

The mix was then added to one well of a 6-well plate. All the ratios were

multiplied times the number of wells used. The cells were then selected using

two different Blasticidin concentrations, respectively 5 µg/mL and 10 µg/mL in

case the higher one would result too toxic. We used as control a non-transfected

version of the cell line. The selection was carried on until all the cells in the

control well were dead.

3.1.3 Monoclonal Cell Line Generation

To generate monoclonal cell lines that have CRISPR/Cas13 integrated into the

genome and constitutively expressed we performed a serial dilution with cells

that integrated the Cas13 protein. First, we cultured the cells in a 10 cm dish

collecting two times 10 mL of the conditional medium. After having obtained

the conditional medium the cells were trypsinized, followed by a centrifugation

step to remove all the trypsin. Then the cell pellet was resuspended in 10 mL

medium. From this 1 mL of the medium was taken and diluted again to 10 mL.

From this second dilution 200 µL were transferred to a well of a 96-well plate. A

subsequential 1/2 dilution along the vertical axis was then performed, followed

by a subsequential 1/2 dilution along the horizontal axis. This procedure was

repeated to obtain four 96-well plates. These were incubated for a minimum

of two weeks up to 4-5 weeks for the monoclonal cells to grow enough. The

clones that were grown enough from the 96-well plates were trypsinized and

transferred to a new 96-well plate. Here they were kept growing until reaching

full confluency, usually an additional one or two weeks.
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3.1.4 Lentiviral Production

Lentiviral production was carried on using HEK293T cells. On day one the cells

were seeded on a 10 cm dish with a density of 1-1.5 million cells in DMEM with

5% FCS and 1% penc/strep. On day two the medium was changed to DMEM

without the addition of antibiotics. The transfection mix was prepared using

18 µL of TransIT®(Mirus) transfection reagent with 270 µL of OptiMEM,

followed by an incubation time of 5 minutes at room temperature. The

packaging plasmids pMD2.G (AddGene # 12259), which supplies the envelope

gene, and psPAX (AddGene # 12260), which supplies the gag and pol genes, and

the sgRNA was added followed by 30 minutes of incubation period at room

temperature. On day 3 the medium was replaced with the growth medium of

the cell line to be transfected. On day 4 the first virus batch was collected in a

tube using a 0.22 µm filter and the medium was replaced. On day 5 the second

batch of the virus was collected in the same way and the cells were discarded.

3.1.5 Lentiviral Transduction

For cell transduction on day 1, we seeded the cells in order for them to reach 65-

75% confluency on the following day. On day 2 we added the first virus batch

along with 4 mL off growth medium and Polybrene reagent with a concentration

of 10 µg/mL. We mixed thoroughly and then added the virus dropwise to the

wells. On day 3 we performed a second round of transduction using the second

virus batch and the same procedure used in the first round. On day 4 we changed

the medium with growth medium + 10% FCS + 1% penc/strep.
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3.1.6 Flowcytometry

Cells for flow cytometry analysis were prepared by trypsinization until complete

detachment and addition of FACS media, consisting of PBS with 2MM EDTA.

Data were analysed with the Cytoflex LX machine from Beckman-Coulter.

3.2 Determination of the multiplicity of infection

(MOI)

The MOI determination was performed on two groups of the same cell line. Virus

supernatant was added in various concentrations to 70% confluent cells on 15cm

dishes. Media with the virus was removed 24h after infection and a 2.5 µg/mL of

puromycin was added with new media to the first group while no puromycin was

added to the second, a control with no transduction where puromycin was added

was used to monitor selection progression. The selection was carried out until

no cells were left alive on the control plate. Cells on both groups were counted

and the division between the cells in group 1 and group 2 gave us the MOI. We

selected the amount of virus necessary to have a MOI of 0.3.

3.3 Pooled CRISPR/Cas13 depletion screen

Cells were transduced with 400 cells per sgRNA coverage and MOI 0.3 via spin

infection. The day after transduction cells were split and seeded in dishes with an

appropriate puromycin concentration selection. The selection was carried out for

4 days and then the cells were trypsinized and mixed, and afterwards, they were
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split into 2 replicate at 200 cells per sgRNA coverage. After replicates seeding

normal passaging was then carried out for 3 weeks always maintaining 200 cells

per sgRNA coverage.

3.4 Cloning

3.4.1 Gibson Cloning

All Gibson clonings were performed by digesting for 4h the plasmid with the

appropriate enzyme to obtain the backbone (plasmid without insert). The

backbone was then directly PCR purified in case of digestion with one enzyme

while when digested with two enzymes it was run on 1% agarose gel to then cut

and purify only the fragment of interest using NEB Monarch®purification kit

(New England BioLabs). The Fragments were obtained by PCR. The reaction

was set by using always 50-100ng of the vector with 2-3 fold of insert fragments.

H2O up to 5 µL was added to the vector and fragments mix with 5 µL of 2xGA

Master Mix®(New England BioLabs).

3.4.2 Gateway Cloning

Gateway cloning was performed by adding 150ng of entry vector to 11 µL of a

150ng solution of the destination vector, adding water up to 8 µL. LR clonase

II®(ThermoFisher Scientific) was thawed for 2 minutes on ice and vortexed

briefly. Then, 2 µL of the LR clonase II®were added to the tube with entry and

destination vectors followed by vortexing and microcentrifugation. The reaction

was incubated at 25°C for 1h.
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3.4.3 Bacterial Transformation

All bacterial transformations were done using chemical transformation. 20 µL of

KCM and 5 µL of vector were mixed on ice, adding water up to 100 µL. 100 µL

of E.coli Stbl3 strain competent cells were added and mixed on ice. Incubation of

20 minutes on ice and 10 minutes at room temperature followed. We added then

1 mL of LB medium without antibiotic and incubated in continuous shaking for

1h at 37°C at 750rpm. We then performed a centrifugation step and plated the

bacteria on agar dishes with antibiotic resistance according to the transformed

plasmid.

3.4.4 Colony PCR

Colony PCR to validate cloning was performed by picking 96 clones from the agar

dish and resuspending them in 20 µL of H2O on a 96-well PCR plate. 4.6 µL of this

bacteria suspension was added to a 5.4 µL Kapa2G PCR Master Mix (Roche) and

mixed. The mix was then run on a 1.5% Agarose Gel.

3.4.5 Plasmid Miniprep

Plasmid Miniprep was performed using NEB Monarch®Plasmid Miniprep kit

(New England BioLabs) and validated by Sanger Sequencing.

3.4.6 Plasmid Midiprep

Plasmid Midiprep was performed using a Plasmid Midiprep endonuclease-free

kit (Qiagen) and validated by Sanger sequencing. and then the cells were
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harvested for sequencing.

3.5 Bioinformatics

3.5.1 Fusion of similar lncRNAs into lncRNA families

selection of the lncRNAs Genomic coordinates of lncRNAs from all the

databases were downloaded from the RNAcentral website. LncRNAs genomic

coordinates from the 6 papers on evolutionary conservation of lncRNAs [33–38]

were downloaded in excel format from the download section of their

publications. The different custom formatted excel tables from each paper were

converted with custom scripts in formatted bed file (chromosome; start; end;

name; score; strand) tables as defined by Ensembl bed format specifications.

From these tables, only the lncRNAs found to be evolutionarily conserved were

retained. In the case of [35], where ENSEMBL gene IDs were given as identifiers

of conserved regions, all the transcripts arising from each gene were retrieved

and considered conserved. All genomic coordinates were referred to genome

build hg19 while data from RNAcentral was downloaded for the most recent

hg38 build. Therefore all the hg19 coordinates were changed to hg38 with a

custom script using the command line version of the liftover tool from UCSC

genome browser [83]. All the bed files were then merged into a single bed file

retaining the information on their database of origin and conservation.

transcripts fusion steps First, the merge tool from BedTools was used in

order to create macro groups of transcripts that are overlapping at least 50 bp.
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Then with custom scripts, we refined these macro groups according to several

characteristics. First gene body only was considered and the macro groups were

split into groups of transcripts overlapping for at least 25% of the length of the

smallest transcript. Then, considering exons overlap, within each of these

groups transcripts that share at least one exon overlapping by 60% of the length

of the longer exon were merged. All the calculations were made for each strand

separately since things overlapping in the same strand shouldn’t be put

together. Afterwards, small single-exon transcripts overlapping for at least 30%

to an exon of a biger transcript and multi-exon transcripts overlapping for at

least 90% of their whole exome one or more exons of much bigger transcripts

were merged. Since all these steps require a lot of exon-exon comparisons and

thus they are computationally very demanding, each step was preceded by

sorting of the file by coordinates and pairwise non-exhaustive iterative

comparisons of subsequent exons were made. After the non-exhaustive

comparisons reduced the number of exons to parse, exhaustive comparisons

between all the exons in each group were made. This made the scripts much

faster. To trim transcripts overlapping coding genes body the GTF file of the

complete GRCh38.12 transcriptome annotation was downloaded from

GENCODE [5] and the coding genes were selected. The genomic localization of

those coding transcripts was used to trim lncRNAs overlapping coding exons on

the opposite strand and lncRNAs overlapping coding exons and introns on the

same strand. We eliminated transcripts that were trimmed for more than 60% of

their original length.
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3.5.2 sgRNA Library Design Tool

The sgRNA library design tool takes the input file in one of the three possible

formats (ENSEMBL ID, genomic coordinates, sequence) and retrieves the

transcript sequence. It then trims the sequence at both ends according to the trim

range parameter. It feeds this sequence to the Wessel et al. algorithm [84] to

generate the scoring of all the possible 23mers (or another user-defined guide

length). It performs off-target filtering of spacers that map more than a single

transcript or that map a coding gene. This step is done with the bowtie2 tool

using a custom bowtie2 transcriptome reference with all our lncRNAs and all

the coding transcripts from GENCODE. To retain only the unique mappers, the

tool view from the samtools [85] was used, retaining only reads with maximum

MAPQ score. It then selects a number of spacers equal to the multiplication of

the number of guides times the number of spacers parameters that fulfil the

minimum distance and global minimum distance parameters, avoiding to design

guides complementary to exon-exon junctions (this is done by removing guides

that are not mapping completely to a single exon, because of their overlap to

multiple exons). All the spacers are extended according to the extension

parameter. All the spacers containing the enzyme cutting recognition sequence

provided by the user are also filtered out.

3.5.3 RNA-Seq Data Analysis

RNA-Seq data from CCLE (Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia) was downloaded

using SRA-toolkit. To obtain the counts used to select the list of transcripts to

design the library, the raw reads were processed with Trimmomatic to remove
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Illumina Adapter sequences, leading and trailing bases with a quality lower

than 25 and keeping reads of is a minimum length requirement of 50bp is met.

Trimmed reads were aligned to the GRCh38 genome build using STAR and the

counts obtained with feature counts by allowing multi-overlap of feature, using

our reference transcripts along with the coding transcript collection from

Ensembl. The coding transcripts were obtained by filtering the transcript

collection from Ensembl for the coding features. For the second RNA-Seq

analysis raw reads were quantified with Salmon using standard parameters and

the entire genome as a decoy. TPM count tables were obtained by dividing the

read counts by the length of the transcript in kilobases (RPK). Each RPK value

was then divided by the sum of all the RPKs divided by 1’000’000.

3.5.4 Screening controls design

Non-targeting controls were designed by first generating 10000 random 23mers

and filtering out all the ones that were mapping any location in the transcriptome

reference with up to 3 mismatches with bowtie aligner [86]. 600 of these 23mers

were selected. Another set of 7mers was randomly generated and randomly used

to elongate the 600 23mers to reach 30bp of size which is the size needed by

our CasRx system. Always essential and never essential genes are genes that

are always dropping out (always essential) in screenings from depmap or that are

never dropping out (never essential) in screenings from depmap. A list of 300

always essential controls and 300 never essential controls was selected. Using

BiomaRT [87] we retrieved the MANE Select (Matched Annotation from NCBI and

Ensembl) transcript (A selection of representative transcripts for each gene from
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ENSEMBL and NCBI [88, 89]) for each of the controls and we fed the sequences

to our guides design program.

3.5.5 Screening analysis

The sgRNA sequencing counts were obtained with the Mageck count tool from

the MAGeCK utility by using only the first sgRNA of two to perform the internal

mapping. The screening analysis was performed using the mageck count with

the mageck mle tool from the MAGeCK software. The counts from MAGeCK were

used to calculate a custom LFC score. The LFC for each gRNA and each replicate

was calculated (normalized count of the treatment divided normalized counts of

the control) followed by applying log2 to the resulting frequency. After, the best

two gRNA per gene were selected. From this selection, the mean was obtained to

generate the final LFC score.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Construction and validation of the CasRx

Plasmid

4.1.1 Construction of the Plasmid

One of the main limitations regarding the application of the CRISPR-Cas13

system is the amount of protein that can be expressed in the target cell or tissue.

The previous in vitro approaches used transient delivery [53], but in our hands,

similar plasmid constructs fail using permanent lentiviral delivery. In

previously published work this problem was bypassed by performing a clonal

selection of single cells with high expression of the Cas13 protein [80, 84]. Also,

different Cas13 systems have been tested but it was shown that the Cas13d

protein from the Ruminococcus flavefaciens XPD3002 (also named CasRx) has

the most robust expression and the highest specificity in mammal cells. This

protein shows the greatest knock-down efficiency compared to other members

of the Cas13d family and has a better performance in off-target activity
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compared to shRNA [53, 81]. Another important aspect to take into

consideration is that lncRNAs mostly present a nuclear localization. Therefore,

for our purposes, the CasRx system needs to be engineered so that it translocates

into the nucleus. In order to use the CRISPR-Cas13 system to target specific

lncRNAs, we developed a plasmid system that fulfils all the aforementioned

requirements and we tested its performance.

To construct the plasmid (Fig.4.1a) we started by cloning the humanized

sequence for the CasRx protein to an entry vector with ampicillin resistance and

attL sequences. The fragment containing the sequence for the RfCas13d protein

and the Nuclear Localization Sequence (NLS) was obtained by PCR

amplification from another previously published plasmid (Addgene #109049)

[53]. The technique used for cloning was Gibson assembly[90], therefore the

primers used for the amplification were designed to have 3’ and 5’ ends

homologous to the ones of the entry vector. After having obtained the new

plasmid we used it as a backbone for another Gibson assembly to introduce

blasticidin resistance in order to be able to perform selection in mammal cells

later on. The insert for this new assembly was obtained again by PCR of a Cas9

lentiviral vector having Blasticidin resistance, and the insert obtained has the

P2A sequence followed by the sequence for the Blasticidin resistance, with 3’ and

5’ ends homologous to the vector in which they have to be inserted by Gibson.

The last step to obtain the final vector was done by Gateway Cloning with another

plasmid already present in the lab that contained the CAG promoter, the attR1

and attR2 sequences and the LTRs for the transposase integration, used for

recombination by Gateway with the attL1 and attL2 sites present in our construct.

The engineered plasmid (Fig.4.1b) consist of a backbone containing
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Ampicillin resistance with an insert having several modules: a CAG promoter;

the RfCas13d or CasRx protein sequence; an SV40 Nuclear Localization

Sequence (NLS); a P2A sequence; a Blasticidin resistance; attB sites and LTR

sequences. The CAG promter is a synthetic promoter that produces high levels of

expression [91] and it was found to be more stable and stronger than other

commonly used promoters [92]. It is made by the fusion of the CMV

(Cytomegalovirus) enhancer, the β-actin promoter from chicken and a chimeric

intron made from chicken β-actin and rabbit β-globin [91]. Using this promoter

we tried to solve the need for high expression of the CasRx protein needed for

the system to work properly. The CAG promoter notwithstanding was shown to

be poorly compatible with lentiviral delivery [93], therefore we decided to add

transposon recognition sequences (LTRs) in order to overcome this problem by

delivering the plasmid with transposition. The RfCas13d is the sequence that

codes for the Cas13 protein, which is the one that will produce the break in the

targeted RNA leading to its knock-down. The RfCas13d protein is bound to a

SV40 NLS signal, which is a Nuclear Localization Signal taken from Simian Virus

40 to improve its knock-down capacity and allows us to target nuclear RNA

transcripts as shown by [53]. The blasticidin resistance is used for the selection:

by adding blasticidin to the growth medium, only the cells that have effectively

integrated the plasmid are surviving, while the others are being killed by the

Antibiotic drug. Between the RfCas13d element and the blasticidin resistance

element there is a P2A sequence. This sequence induces the separation of the

CasRx protein and the blasticidin resistance, both expressed under the same

promoter, therefore in the same mRNA, thus avoiding the use of multiple

promoters that would result in longer and more bulky plasmids [94]. The attB
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sites are specific homologous recombination sequences that can be used for

Gateway Cloning [95]. The LTRs are sequences recognised by a transposase that

define the region of the construct that will be integrated by the transposase into

the cells that will then be used for experiments. This construct was delivered by

transfection. During the procedure two plasmids are reaching the cells, the first

one consist of the construct just described, the second one is a plasmid

containing a transposase. This plasmid was already present in the lab and

encodes for the piggyBac transposase. Once transcribed, the transposase protein

will recognize the LTR sites in the CasRx plasmid and integrate it into the

genome of the targeted cells, thus providing constitutive expression of the Cas13

protein (Fig.4.1c).

To test the system, first, we transfected two different murine pancreatic

ductal adenocarcinoma cell lines (PDAC) cells previously established in our

laboratory, PPT8442 and PPT16992, with the transposon vector encoding the

CasRx protein and the hypbase transposase plasmids. With this we expected the

CasRx cassette (CAG promoter, CasRx and blasticidin resistance) to be delivered

and integrated into the genome thanks to transposition performed by the

PiggyBac transposase, allowing the permanent expression of the CasRx protein

in the cells under the CAG promoter. Then we selected for the CasRx

integration, using 10 µg/µL blasticidin. In this way, only the cells that integrated

the Cas13 into their DNA survived, whereas in the case of the negative control,

in which no transposase plasmid was transfected, no cell survived after selection

(Fig.4.1e). This proves that our transposition-based delivery method is

functional.
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FIGURE 4.1: Cloning of the Cas13 vector: (a) flow chart showing the cloning steps to
obtain the final CasRx vector: the CasRx fragment is inserted by Gibson assembly into
the entry vector, the blasticidin resistance is then added with another Gibson Assembly
and the resulting vector is then cloned by Gateway into a destination transposable vector
to obtain the final vector (b) CasRx vector important elements, namely the CAGGS
promoter, the RfCasRx protein sequence, P2A cleavage sequence, blasticidin resistance,
SV40 nuclear localization sequence, attB sites and LTR sequences (c) Hypbase vector
important elements, namely the transposase protein sequence (d) Microscope picture of
PPT8442 and PPT16992 cell transfected with CasRx vector vs with CasRx vector and
hypbase vector, the cells without the transposase vector don’t survive selection with

puromycin

4.1.2 Validation and Optimization

Once the CasRx vector was created, we optimized the system on the side of the

sgRNA. The plasmid for the sgRNA was already present in the lab, the only

thing that needed to be changed is the stuffer, that is the actual sequence of the
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sgRNA plus the direct repeats and a final polyT stretch for RNApolimeraseIII

termination, everything downstream a U6 promoter (Fig.4.2a). According to

[84], a modified version of the sequence for the Direct Repeat (DR) of the sgRNA

leads to a better performance in silencing for the Cas13 system. They tried

different modifications of the sgRNA stem-loop and found that the disruption of

the first base pair of the proximal stem results in improved knock-down

efficiency, especially for low silencing efficiency guides. Thus, we performed an

experiment to assess whether in our settings the system works better with the

same modification of the Direct Repeat stem. First, we transfected the cells with

CasRx and hypbase plasmids, in order to deliver the CasRx protein so that it

would be constitutively expressed by integration in the genome thanks to

transposition performed by the PiggyBac transposon. Then we selected, using

blasticidin, only the cells that integrated the CasRx into their genome using

non-transfected cells as control. Once the cells were selected (all the cells in the

control well are dead) we proceeded with transduction of the GFP plasmid,

which contains a GFP protein that is fluorescent and emits green light upon

excitation. The GFP plasmid contains a gene that confers hygromycin resistance,

so we used this antibiotic to select cells that correctly integrated the GFP

plasmid. This double selection resulted in cells that have both CasRx and GFP

plasmids integrated. Then, we transduced three separate batches of cells with

different sgRNAs, one containing the standard version of the Direct Repeat; one

the modified version and the last one a non-targeting sequence as the control

and subsequently we measured GFP fluorescence level by flow-cytometry

(Fig.4.2b). We performed the experiments on the PPT8442 and PPT16992 PDAC

(Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma) cell lines previously established in our
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laboratory from solid tumours and we tried this approach with two different

GFP targeting sequences as sgRNAs. From the results it can be seen (Fig.4.2c

and Fig.4.2d) that by using the modified version of the DR, we can gain in

knock-down efficiency, therefore we implemented the new version of the Direct

Repeat in all our further experiments and in the guide design.

Our aim is to use two spacers in every sgRNA array in order to have a higher

chance of having a good targeting sequence and a higher chance of targeting a

functional isoform of each lncRNA, allowing to reduce the number of sgRNAs

required and the size of the library. Therefore, we tested whether this setting

could negatively influence the knock-down efficiency because of the bulkyness

of the plasmid or the maturation steps performed. In order to do this, we

performed an experiment on different cell lines comparing the use of one spacer

per array with two spacers per array (Fig.4.2e). As a target, we used again GFP.

We first established CasRx cell lines by monoclonal expansion (Fig.4.2f ),

following the procedure described in Chapter 3, and selected then the clones

with the best knock-down efficiency measured by flow cytometry. We then

performed the silencing in a total of 4 selected clones per cell line. Each clone

was independently infected by a non-targeting guide; a sgRNA with only one

spacer targeting GFP and sgRNA with two spacers both targeting GFP and the

silencing was again measured by flow citometry and normalized by the control.

The results (in Fig.4.2d and Fig.4.2e the cell lines PPT16992 and PPT16900 are

shown) show that in all the selected clones and in both the cell lines the use of

two spacers inside an array gives a knock-down efficiency comparable to the use

of only one spacer, therefore we could proceed with the use of two spacers.
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FIGURE 4.2: Optimization of the delivery: (a) image showing the most important
elements of the guide RNA plasmid with 1 spacer, namely the U6 promoter and the
guide with the mature segment and the GFP targeting sequence highlighted (b) Flow
chart showing the procedure used to test the two different direct repeat versions: the
cells are transfected with CasRx and the transposon plasmid followed by blasticidin
selection. The cells are then transduced with GFP and are selected with hygromycin.
Finally, the sgRNA is transduced and the GFP intensity is measured with flow cytometry
c GFP mean intensity normalized by non-targeting control of DR 30 and DR1 30 both with
GFP1 gRNA and GFP2 gRNA in cell line PPT8442 d GFP mean intensity normalized by
non-targeting control of DR 30 and DR1 30 both with GFP1 gRNA and GFP2 gRNA in
cell line PPT16992 (e) image showing the most important elements of the guide RNA
plasmid with 2 spacers, namely the U6 promoter and the guide with the two mature
segments and the GFP targeting gRNAs sequences highlighted f flow chart showing the
clonal selection procedure to select CasRx clones: CasRx is delivered to the cells with the
transposase followed by blasticidin selection. A subsequent dilution is then performed
and single clones are selected and expanded. The clones are transduced with GFP and the
GFP intensity is assessed (g) GFP mean intensity normalized by the non-targeting control
of the guide with one spacer (GFP 1 spacer) and the guide with 2 spacers (GFP 2 spacers)
in the 4 best CasRx clones of cell line PPT 16992 (h) GFP mean intensity normalized by
the non-targeting control of the guide with one spacer (GFP 1 spacer) and the guide with

2 spacers (GFP 2 spacers) in the 4 best CasRx clones of cell line PPT 16900
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4.1.3 Generation of a CasRx transgenic mouse animal model
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FIGURE 4.3: Generation of the CasRx mouse Model: (a) flow chart showing the cloning
steps performed to obtain the Rosa CasRx vector; the entry vector with CasRx obtained
in the previous experiment is cloned by Gateway in a Rosa26 destination vector specific
for integration in the animal Rosa locus (b) image showing the important elements of
the Rosa CasRx vector with the primers used to validate the PCR animal (c) Agarose
gel electrophoresis of the PCR products obtained using primers PCR1, PCR2 and
PCR3(showed in the vector in figure b) amplifying two portions of the CAGGS promoter

and a portion of the CasRx protein

A future goal of the project is the use of CasRx animal models to perform in vivo

experiments in order to validate interesting lncRNAs that might be functional in

cancer and involved in tumorigenesis. This type of animal model will allow
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removing the current barriers for the study of lncRNAs, generating clinical

relevant data, which through preclinical studies will allow identifying lncRNAs

as new therapeutic targets. For this purpose, we generated a targeting plasmid

that was then used to generate a CasRx transgenic animal. This plasmid was

designed to integrate the CasRx cassette into the Rosa26 locus. The Rosa26 locus

is a widely used locus for integration and expression of transgenes in mice. Its

advantage lies in the fact that it is a widely expressed locus in all cell types, it

doesn’t undergo silencing and its modification doesn’t translate in loss of

functional sequences [96]. The plasmid was obtained by Gateway cloning with

the CasRx entry vector already cloned before (Fig4.1a) and a Rosa26 targeting

destination vector alredy available in the laboratory (Fig4.3a). The vector

obtained presents the following elements: CAG promoter; puromycin resistance;

SV40 termination sequence; RfCas13d protein sequence; loxP sites; Rosa26 left

and right homology arms. The Rosa26 left and right arms serve for the

integration by homologous recombination of the construct into the Rosa26 locus.

The loxP sites and the SV40 terminator sequence from the loxP-STOP-loxP (LSL)

system. This system allows the conditional expression of the Cas13 protein only

upon activation of the Cre recombinase which exceeds the fragment between the

loxP sites, eliminating the SV40 termination sequence, thus allowing the

expression of the Cas13 protein by the CAG promoter. When Cre is activated

also the puromycin resistance sequence is excided (Fig4.3b).

The transgenic mouse was created by a collaborator. To get the transgenic

mouse, the construct was injected in the male pronucleus of a zygote obtained

by the mating of two mice. This zygote was put into a female mouse with

progesterone-induced pseudo-pregnancy and the offspring were screened with
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PCR to check whether they contain the transgene or not. The PCR confirming

the transgenic genotype can be viewed in Fig.4.3c. We used three different sets

of primers, two of them amplifying in the CAG promoter sequence and the third

one amplifying in the CasRx sequence region. The length of the observed

fragments corresponds to the expected length of the PCR products, confirming

the genotype of the transgenic animal.
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4.2 Generation of a panel of human cancer cell lines

engineered with the CasRx system

Non-targeting

control

GFP targeting 
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FIGURE 4.4: Establishment of the cell lines: (a) Image showing the tissues/organs from
where our cancer cell lines are derived (b) Bar graph showing the status of the CasRx
cell lines generation (c) Bar graph showing GFP mean intensity of the final validation
knock-down experiment normalized by the control in the cell lines I personally generated
(d) Microscope picture showing the comparison between the non-targeting and GFP

targeting guides in MIAPACA2 final validation experiment
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It is known that lncRNAs are heavily tissue type specific [97] and in several

recent functional genomic screens, lncRNA hits were found only in single-cell

lines, supporting this characteristic of the non-coding transcriptome and

suggesting that a great number of lncRNAs might be functional in a cell-line or

cell-type-specific fashion [27]. This means that performing a screen in just a few

cell lines might leave out potential important hits. Therefore, we decided to

generate cell lines for further screenings based on different tumor types

(Fig.4.4a). We selected tumours affecting ten different human organs: Breast

Carcinoma; Colorectal Adenocarcinoma; Esophagus Carcinoma; Glioblastoma;

Liver Carcinoma; Lung Carcinoma; Melanoma; Pancreatic Ductal

Adenocarcinoma; Prostate Carcinoma and Stomach Adenocarcinoma. We chose

these tumours among others because of their higher incidence and mortality,

thus increasing the clinical impact of our further discoveries. We excluded

haematological tumours since the screening technique is quite different between

adherent and not adherent cell lines. In summary, we selected the top 10 more

clinically relevant solid tumours. For each of the tumour types listed above, we

aimed to have from five to six human cell lines with high CasRx activity. To be

on the safe side we selected 8-9 cell lines for each type, discarding afterwards the

ones with low knock-down efficiency. All the cells were chosen from the CCLE

database. The Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) is a project that started in

2008 with the aim of genetic characterization of 1000 cancer cell lines. It is a

database of Cancer cell lines obtained from patients on which a set of different

genomic analyses, such as RNA-Seq or ChIP-seq, were performed, and this data

is openly available for download [98]. There were three main criteria for a cell

line to be selected. First, it should have sequencing data on the CCLE database;

https://sites.broadinstitute.org/ccle/
https://sites.broadinstitute.org/ccle/
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second, it should already have a successful screening performed on the DepMap

portal, meaning that a genetic perturbation system can work in this cell line;

third, that we are able to get access to the cell line.

The generation of the CasRx cell lines is a time consuming and laborious

process consisting of multiple steps: after thawing and expanding the cells, they

were transfected with the CasRx plasmid and with the transposon plasmid at the

same time using lipofectamine 3000, thus resulting in genome integration of the

CasRx cassette. The transfection was followed by the selection of the cells that

integrated the construct with blasticidin. We used non-transfected cells as a

negative control. Once the cells were selected and we ended up only with cells

containing the CasRx protein we could proceed with clonal expansion (Clonal

expansion was performed as described in chapter 3) which results in cell line

clones that express the CasRx all in the same manner. Once the clones were

generated we performed a preliminary validation and a final validation. The

preliminary validation had the purpose of giving a general idea on which of the

many clones could have high knock-down efficiency, thus restricting the number

of clones to expand and in which the more laborious final validation is

performed. To perform the preliminary validation we infect the cells with both

GFP plasmid with hygromycin resistance and GFP targeting sgRNA plasmid

without selection. This results in a heterogeneous pool of cells where we find

cells without any plasmid, cells expressing only GFP or only the sgRNA and

cells expressing both the GFP and the sgRNA plasmid. Given that the sgRNA

expresses also the far-red Fluorescent Protein we can detect using flow cytometry

both green and far-red. This allows us to compare cells with only GFP and no

sgRNA (by gathering only cells emitting green) with cells with both GFP and the

https://depmap.org/portal/
https://depmap.org/portal/
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sgRNA (emitting both green and far-red) and measure the amount of

knock-down of the green signal. With this, we can select the 4-6 best silencing

clones with which to perform the final validation step. This final validation step

consists in transducing the CasRx cells with the GFP plasmid and selecting for

roughly one week using Hygromicin to have almost all of the cells expressing

GFP. After that, we split the individual clones into two wells. The first well was

transduced with a sgRNA targeting GFP and the second one with a

non-targeting sgRNA. By flow cytometry, we measured the intensity of GFP in

the well with the non-targeting guide and in the well with the GFP targeting one

in the far-red positive cells (sgRNA plasmid has far-red protein expression). The

comparison of the GFP intensity between both conditions allows us to calculate

the level of knock-down performed by the CasRx system. This process allows us

to select the clone with the best silencing, which is the one that can then be used

to perform screenings. Once the clone is selected, it is further expanded and

frozen in liquid nitrogen for further use. At the current state, almost all the cell

lines have been generated (Fig.4.4b), only breast, lung, prostate and melanoma

are missing one or two cell lines to be completed, which is planned to be

finished in the next two months. Of the 53 established CasRx cell lines, I

personally generated twelve of these (Fig.4.4c), of which five are Glioblastoma

lines (A1027, SF268, LN-229, T98G, U-251MG, LN-18), three are Lung Carcinoma

lines (HCC2935, NCIH460, HCC4006) and two are Pancreatic Ductal

Adenocarcinoma cell lines (Hup-T3, MIAPACA2). The GFP mean intensity after

targeting resulted in very low levels, corresponding to a knock-down efficiency

almost in every case higher than 75%. Only one of the cell lines, namely the

Lung Carcinoma line HCC2935 showed a knock-down efficiency closer to 50%.
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Moreover, Glioblastoma and Pancreas Cas13 cell lines show a more

homogeneous knock-down level, while in Lung we find quite heterogeneous

numbers. As an example, in Fig.4.4d a fluorescence microscope picture of the

final validation of the MIAPACA2 Pancreas cell line is shown. It can be seen that

the GFP signal undergoes extensive silencing, producing a highly noticeable and

clear difference between the non-targeting control and the GFP targeting sample.

The knock-down efficiency that was measured for the shown sample is 87%.

4.3 Similar lncRNAs fusion into custom lncRNAs

families

After the generation of high knock-down efficiency CasRx cell lines, our next

goal was to generate a CRISPR sgRNA library targeting different lncRNAs. In

comparison with previous lncRNA CRISPR screenings, that generated libraries

targeting well-annotated transcripts expressed in a few numbers of cell lines [25,

74, 99], we wanted to generate a more unbiased library that can be used across

as many solid tumour types as possible. Also, to increase the ratio of new

discoveries, we didn’t focus on small databases with few but well-annotated

transcripts, but we tried to include as many different lncRNAs as possible. For

this reason, we created our own collection of lncRNA families based on

transcripts coming from different databases. We started by selecting all the RNA

sequences included in RNAcentral. RNAcentral is a database maintained by the

European Bioinformatic Institute and the Wellcome Foundation that collects

non-coding transcripts from several databases and integrates them, facilitating

https://rnacentral.org/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/
https://wellcome.org/
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their use for research; from all these transcripts we selected the lncRNAs [100].

The main databases in RNAcentral are LncBook [101], GeneCards [102],

LNCipedia [103], NONCODE [104], ENSEMBL [88] and RefSeq [105]. Most of

these databases are collections of lncRNAs without manual curation, so they

have the advantage of having a greater amount of transcripts, but the lack of

manual curation can also mean that several of these transcripts are junk RNAs,

in most of the cases automatically assembled by an algorithm by mistake, and

often presenting redundancy. ENSEMBL and RefSeq, instead, are much smaller

databases, but all the transcripts have been manually curated and well

annotated, and consequentially enriched in more complex transcripts, hence we

can say that our collection of lncRNAs present both these types of transcripts,

allowing us to screen well-annotated and curated transcripts along with several

novel transcripts that, even though less accurate, could more easily lead to the

discovery of novel functions. Adding up to these RNAs, a set of evolutionary

conserved non-coding transcripts were taken from six different papers

analyzing lncRNA conservation [33–38]. Each of these papers analyses lncRNAs

conservation spanning several million years of evolution and could contain

important information about the functionality of the lncRNAs since it is known

from the literature that lncRNAs are poorly conserved and the ones that have

been found to have important roles in several cellular processes are instead more

conserved than the general trend [33]. Besides this, in order to perform relevant

in vivo experiments with mouse models, we need to have mouse-human

conserved transcripts. From each of the listed papers, we selected all the

lncRNAs that were considered conserved during human genome evolution

according to their evolutionary conservation analysis. These RNAs, besides
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adding transcripts to our collection, are also used to investigate for conservation

of our lncRNAs. Several of the transcripts from this big collection are identical to

each other or share a high amount of similarity (e.g. high percentage of exon

overlapping), suggesting them coming from the same original transcript

undergoing alternative splicing or RNA processing in general. Based on these

observations, we thought that lncRNAs presenting these characteristics should

be grouped together and be considered a unique family, in order to more easily

screen them. Since no previous script or program was fulfilling our needs, we

created a series of scripts that perform different steps of merging the transcripts

based on shared characteristics. All the scripts are written mainly in R and

partly in bash and are run on a computer cluster that has 96 cores and 256 Gb of

RAM. To maximize the power of the cluster we parallelized the calculations by

running the scripts for each chromosome and each strand separately.

The main criteria upon which two or more transcripts are fused together is

the sharing of exons. Since a lot of transcripts are presenting overlap of exons

that are on the extremes of their transcript body but are clearly separated and do

not belong to the same transcript family, we could not use this as the sole criteria

of merging, therefore, there are two main steps before considering exons

overlap, that is carried on taking into consideration the whole transcript body,

without dealing with individual exons and introns. First, the transcripts are

grouped based on the overlap of the gene body: if the transcripts overlap for

more than 50 bp they are assigned to the same group. This step is simply carried

out using the merge option of the BedTools tool [106]. Then our custom scripts

come into play. The first script is still considering only the transcript bodies and

is refining the groups, splitting them into more sub-groups based on

https://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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overlapping percentages. This step is carried on by comparing always two

consecutive transcripts at a time, using sorted genomic locations to speed up the

process. If the shortest transcript is covered by the longest one for at least 25% of

its length, then the two transcript bodies are considered to be part of the same

sub-group. The value of 25 was decided after several test runs with different

percentages where 25 was the value that was fusing the transcript bodies in a

closer way to what we would have done manually, a higher number would be

too strict, separating transcripts that should have been merged, and a lower

number too loose, merging things that were not supposed to be together. An

example of the first fusion step performed by our custom script is shown in

Fig.4.5a, where we can see the orange and green transcripts being considered

separately even if they are sharing one exon because the gene bodies are only

overlapping in their extremes. In these subgroups, there are still several

transcripts that have nothing to do with each other, namely, transcripts that are

in the introns of others and that, more in general, though having an overlapping

transcript body, don’t have enough exon overlapping to be considered part of

the same family. Running the scripts for the two different strands separately also

avoids overlapping transcripts coming from different strands clashing with each

other. At this point, we run the third script. This script is not considering the

transcript body anymore, but the exons of each transcript within a sub-group of

transcripts. Each exon is compared two by two with all the other exons in the

same sub-group in an exhaustive manner, and if there is an overlap of at least

60% of the exon length of the bigger exon then the two transcripts that have the

compared exons are merged together. Also in this step several test runs with

different percentage values were run, both considering once the shortest exon
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and once the longest, after manual evaluation of how the different parameters

were behaving we decided to use 60% as a percentage of exon overlap and to

choose the longest exon to apply this percentage to. Once these fusion steps

were done we had to fix some problems arising due to the fact that we were

using the bigger exon as a comparison for the percentage. First, we found that

some monoexonic transcripts that were overlapping to one exon of a bigger

transcript were still maintained separated. We, therefore, wrote another script to

fuse these monoexonic transcripts back to the transcript they were overlapping

to, using a minimum overlap of 30% (Fig.4.5(b)). Second, a similar problem

arised from transcripts with more than one exon, but whose exons were also

overlapping almost completely other exons of other transcripts. A script also

solved this problem by fusing them (Fig.4.5(c)). This script used an overlap

percentage of 90% as a criterion to merge the transcripts applied to total

transcript exome.

Since in general the average number of reads covering lncRNAs is much

lower than the one covering protein-coding genes [97] overlapping with exons

of coding genes, especially in an unstranded RNA-seq setting, in the same or

opposite strand would lead to disproportionate read counts in lncRNAs,

overestimating the expression of those lncRNAs. Therefore we sought to trim

our transcripts given the amount of overlapping with coding genes exons. We

removed all the bases that were completely overlapping with an antisense

protein-coding gene and then controlled how much of the original transcript

length was left. If the transcript was trimmed for more than 60% we eliminated

that transcript family for our list (Fig.4.5d).
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FIGURE 4.5: Transcripts fusion: Legend on following page
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FIGURE 4.5: Transcripts fusion: (a) genome viewer image showing
the merging step of the lncRNAs into different macro-groups
based on the overlap of at least 25% of the entire gene body
and the merging of the transcripts in this macro group based on
exon similarity (b) genome viewer image showing the removal of
monoexonic transcripts at least 30% overlapping with an exon of
another transcript (c) genome viewer image showing the removal
of multiexonic transcripts with an overlap of at least 90% with one
or multiple exons of another transcript (d) genome viewer image
showing the trimming of transcripts that are overlapping with
coding genes exons on any of the strands (e) genome viewer image
showing the trimming of transcripts that are overlapping coding
genes introns on the same strand (f) genome viewer image showing
a representation of a region in chr2 with different transcripts after

performing all the merging steps

Since the CasRx system works in the nucleus, besides targeting exons, it

could possibly target also introns before splicing. Because of this, the targeting

lncRNAs transcribed in the same location and orientation as the introns or the

exons of a coding gene can give false positives, since potentially we could be

also targeting the coding gene. Consequently, for lncRNAs overlapping coding

genes, we applied the same strategy that we used for anti-sense transcripts, with

the difference that this time also base pairs overlapping with introns are

trimmed (Fig.4.5e). An example of the result produced by all these scripts in a

region in q13.13 in chr12 is shown in Fig.4.5f. We can clearly distinguish four

main transcript groups that are split apart by the algorithm according to gene

body overlap and then fused within each group according to exons overlap,

obtaining four merged transcripts.

After obtaining this list we went through a step of manual curation.

Specifically, we checked transcripts that had become very long or that gained a

high amount of exons after fusion. They were mainly coming from Necsulea
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paper since they have a collection of very complex transcripts. We found 33 of

these transcripts and removed them maintaining the conservation information

in the family they were part of.

We then performed some quality control and analysis on our list of lncRNA

families. First, we wanted to check the complexity of our custom lncRNAs

families by checking the number of transcripts for each number of exons

(Fig.4.6a). We can see that the most common transcripts in our list are,

respectively, biexonic and monoexonic transcripts, with the majority of the

lncRNAs not exceeding 10 exons. The same goes for the transcript length

(measured by summing up the exons lengths), where we can see that the

majority of our collection doesn’t exceed 2500 bp of length (Fig.4.6b). Both of this

information is in line with the current knowledge about lncRNAs since it’s now

well known that these types of RNAs usually have a low number of exons

(generally one or two) and are on average 1-2 kb long [107]. Since each of the

new lncRNA families maintains the information about the database of origin of

all the transcripts that contributed to form it, we analyzed the list using Venn

Diagrams and UpSet plots [108] to have an idea about which databases

contributed the most to our collection and from which of the papers were the

conserved transcripts coming. Concerning the databases, most of the lncRNAs

are coming from LncBook, GeneCards and LNCipedia, with lncBook alone

contributing for the majority (Fig.4.6e). This is consistent with the fact that those

are the three biggest databases. Taking apart LncBook we can see that a big

amount of our lncRNA families are shared between all the different databases

(we considered that a lncRNA family is shared when at list a lncRNA from a

database is fused with one from another or several others databases. Take into

https://upset.app/
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consideration that this doesn’t mean that the databases have exactly the same

transcript, but just highly similar ones). Regarding conserved lncRNAs, also

here the major contribution is carried over by the publications with the higher

number of transcripts, namely Necsulea and Sarropoulos [33, 34], with only a

small amount of overlap between the two of them (Fig.4.6c and Fig.4.6d). This

shows the low consensus, and therefore low overlapping of sets, between what

is considered conserved in the different papers, highlighting the difficulties still

present in evolutionary analysis of lncRNAs in comparison to those of coding

genes. In total, in our collection of families the non-conserved lncRNAs

represent the majority, precisely the 82.3%, while the remaining 17.7% is

representing evolutionary conserved transcripts. Of these, 14.1% are obtained by

merging transcripts from both one or more papers and one or more databases,

and 3.7% being exclusively unique from the papers (Fig.4.6f ). These last small

group of transcripts could be of great interest if found functional, since they

have never been characterized before in any other study, thus representing

potentially new lncRNAs.

To further analyze our collection of lncRNAs we decided to use RNA-Seq

data from CCLE. We downloaded the data and then used a custom pipeline that

processes it by trimming it first with Trimmomatic [109] and then by mapping it

to the GRCh38 genome with the splice aware aligner STAR [110]. To retrieve the

raw counts for our lncRNAs we used feature counts [111]. By default, feature

counts assign a read to a transcript only if it can be uniquely assigned to it, so

reads that fall in regions of RNAs that are overlapping with others, which is not

uncommon in our case, are discarded. Nevertheless, we need that information

to be kept, so we decided to run feature counts with different settings. In our run,

https://sites.broadinstitute.org/ccle/
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if a read falls in a region where two transcripts are present, this read is assigned

two times, one for each transcript. In this way, in regions where two transcripts

are slightly overlapping and one is highly expressed, also the other transcript

expression level will be brought up artificially. This might be seen as a problem,

but also allows us to enrich all the transcripts present in highly transcribed loci.

Once we obtained the count table we performed a PCA (Principal Component

Analysis) (Fig.4.7a) and we calculated sample distances in order to generate a

heatmap to show how the samples are clustering together (Fig.4.7b). The first

thing we noted in the PCA is that non-solid tumours (e.g. AML) are forming a

clear cluster far away from the solid-tumour samples (Supplementary Figure 1).

Given this and since we aim to create a lncRNA library for CRISPR screening of

solid tumours, we removed from the CCLE data all the non-solid tumour types,

all being from blood or immune cells. This prevented us from having a bias

driven by the non-solid tumour data in our selection process, enriching for

RNAs that might not be expressed in solid cancer types. The PCA, even without

non-solid tumours, still struggles to cluster all the tumour types clearly. It is

noticeable that samples from the same tumour type are close together, but a lot

of overlap between the tumour types is still present, we need to consider,

however, that the principal component 1 and the principal component 2 of the PCA

represent only a very small fraction of the total variance. In addition to this, we

found that in a paper from a different laboratory making a PCA of the data from

CCLE [112] they obtained a cluster similar to ours. The sample clustering shown

by the heatmap is clearer and well defined. We can clearly distinguish different

tumour types clustering together, and even though there are samples that are

sparse and not clustering with the same tumour type, several of them are
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coming from tissues close together that share a similar ontogeny, one example

being samples from Esophagus clustering with cells derived from Lung.
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FIGURE 4.6: Analysis of the lncRNA list: (a) bar graph showing the frequency of
transcripts by number of exons of our transcript collection (b) bar graph showing the
frequency of transcripts by transcript length of our transcript collection (c) UpSet plot
showing the overlap between transcripts coming from the six papers on evolutionary
conservation (d) Venn diagram showing the overlap between transcripts coming from
the six papers on evolutionary conservation (e) UpSet plot showing the overlap between
transcripts coming from the major databases in RNA central (f) Pie Plot showing the origin

of the fused transcripts in percentage on the total amount
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Since several transcripts were in repetitive regions or were overlapping too

heavily with others and to improve the quality of our collection of lncRNA

families, before the selection of the lncRNA families to screen, we performed an

off-target filtering with bowtie2 [113] to remove all the possible 30mers (sgRNA

length) that were mapping multiple locations. This resulted in losing almost

every 30mer in heavily overlapping transcript or RNAs laying in highly

repetitive regions. We used this off-target filtering step in order to perform a

final manual curation step on the transcripts that were losing too many guides

due to overlapping with other sequences. To do this we selected all the

transcripts that were losing more than 90% of their guides, filtered only the ones

that were having this loss due to overlapping with another transcript and

merged them based on how similar they were to each other. With this manual

curation step we checked and merged 427 lncRNAs, we hence obtained a new

improved collection of transcript families.

4.4 Generation of a CasRx sgRNA Library Design

Tool and it’s general principles

Once we obtained our list of transcripts we had to select how many of them to

target and how to design the sgRNAs. While CRISPR/Cas9 screenings have a

well-established methodology in functional genomics studies [73], such a big

scale screening of lncRNAs with the CRISPR/Cas13 system is a novelty in the

field [56], therefore, there aren’t many tools available for the design of guides for

the Cas13 system. In a recent paper published in Nature Biotechnology, Wessel
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et al. [84] performed a screening using GFP targeting gRNAs to assess the

parameters affecting gRNA knock-down efficiency. They then used these

parameters (e.g. secondary structure Minimum Free Energy) to feed a Random

Forest algorithm, which they found to be the best machine learning algorithm in

terms of accuracy of prediction for this purpose. They thus developed a guide

prediction tool capable, given an RNA sequence, of finding the best possible

sgRNAs to target that specific transcript. The tool gives back to the user a

ranked list of all possible sgRNAs targeting the desired transcript with a score

based on the random forest algorithm, the higher is the score the higher is the

predicted knock-down capability of the guide. In order to be able to perform a

more complex design of guide RNAs, we wrote a program starting from the [84]

source code, in the form of both a command-line tool for more experienced users

and of a graphical application realized with R shiny for researchers that are not

comfortable with bash scripting or more in general with bioinformatics. This

tool allows a much more complex design of sgRNAs. As the first step, the

program is running part of the code from [84] in order to predict the score of all

the possible sgRNAs for the desired lncRNA and return a list of ranked guides.

From this list, specific guides are chosen according to different design

parameters (Fig.4.8a).

The program requires the user to give as input one of three possible file

types: a list containing ENSEMBL IDs of transcripts; a CSV (comma separated)

file containing a name in the first column and sequence in the second column or

a CSV file containing genomic coordinates in the format

IDs-chr-start-end-strand (Table4.1). The file has to be loaded and the type of file

has to be prompted by the user using a specific multiple selection window
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(Fig.4.8a.I). In the case a file with genomic ranges is provided, the user has a

TABLE 4.1: File Formats Allowed

ENSMUST00000223470
ENSMUST00000201192
ENSMUST00000183905

Name1 ATTCCGTCTACG...
Name2 ATTCCGTCTACG...
Name3 ATTCCGTCTACG...

ID1 chr1 33542065 33542117 -
ID1 chr1 33539171 33539356 -
ID2 chr7 22769545 22769987 +

panel to decide whether to retrieve the sequences for those regions from the

mouse build GRCm38 or the latest human build GRCh38 (Fig.4.8a.II).

Subsequentially, the user has to decide the number of guides (Fig.4.8a.III) and of

spacers (Fig.4.8a.IV) for each guide that the program has to design. Usually, in

genomic screenings three to four guides targeting the same transcript are

designed, this is made to have more statistical power when the downstream

analysis of the screening is done. If we want to perform screenings with an array

format (i.e. multiple spacers per sgRNA targeting different regions of the same

transcript) we will specify more than one spacer per guide. The user can then

decide the length in bp (base pairs) of the sgRNA (Fig.4.8a.V) and also have an

extension parameter (Fig.4.8a.VI) to prompt the number of base pairs up to

which the sgRNA will be extended, this bases will be added to the 3’ end of the

predicted sgRNA. This is because when we use multiple spacers for each

sgRNA the protein performs a maturation step consisting in cutting part of the

guide RNA and part of the direct repeat, so providing an extension will just add

the base pairs that the protein needs to cut in order to create the mature guide

[53, 114]. Next, to target evenly every transcript, the user can decide how far
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away from each other each of the sequences used as spacers should be. There is

the possibility to do this separately for the distance of spacers within each guide,

that we named local distance (Fig.4.8a.VIII), and the distance between all the

spacers from different guides, called global distance (Fig.4.8a.IX). Both types of

distance, local and global can be provided either in base pairs or in percentage of

transcript length (Fig.4.8a.VII). Giving the value in percentage is of great

importance if there is a big variation of length in the transcripts to be screened,

so that every transcript is covered homogeneously by the targeting guides,

independently of its length. In addition to this, the minimum distance is always

the length of the spacer, so even if the distance prompted by the user is zero it is

set automatically to match the spacer length, thus avoiding any kind of

overlapping between the guides. Once the local and global minimum distances

are set, there is the possibility to tell the program to avoid designing guides over

the exon-exon junctions (Fig.4.8a.X). This is only possible when the file provided

is in the genomic coordinates format, because only in that format the

information about the position of the splice site is maintained. Furthermore, we

need to avoid the off-target effect. Even knowing that the Cas13 protein is a

much more specific system than RNA-interference we decided to give the

possibility to remove from the guide pool all the guides presenting fully

matching off-targets. To achieve this, we use bowtie2, which allows us to fast

map short sequences onto a reference genome/transcriptome. The reference

transcriptome was obtained by fusing all the sequences of our collection of

lncRNAs with all the coding transcripts and non-coding transcripts arising from

coding genes loci from the Ensembl database. In this way not only we can avoid

targeting sequences that are mapping in multiple locations in the genome, but
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we also avoid targeting regions where more than one lncRNA is present,

meaning that for each of the lncRNAs present in our list, we only target regions

that are unique for it and not overlapping with other transcripts. This step

serves also as a filtering step, removing all those transcripts that are impossible

to design due to heavy overlap with others. To filter for multimappers the user

has to tick the corresponding box in the program (Fig.4.8a.XI). Considering that

the library has to be cloned and that the methods to clone it can differ and can

usually involve the use of restriction enzymes, the user has also the possibility to

tell the program to avoid using guides that have a specific restriction enzyme

cutting sequence. This will prevent the enzymes used in the cloning process to

cut also the guide RNAs resulting in non-functional guides. Every kind of

canonical DNA sequence can be provided (Fig.4.8a.XII), thus this functionality is

not restricted to restriction enzyme cutting sequences filtering but can be used to

filter any kind of sequence. At last, it is also possible to adjust the range of the

transcript at the extremes to avoid designing guides to close to the 5’ and/or 3’

ends of the RNA sequence (Fig.4.8a.XIII). This could be used, for example, to

avoid targeting the TSS (transcription start site). The command-line alternative

to the program works the same way, but each of the arguments must be given as

options of the bash script in the shell. Considering that in our and most likely in

other cases the number of targets can reach a big number, we heavily

parallelized every process in the program, that is capable to use as many CPU

cores as the system in which we run it allows. This makes our program

extremely fast, especially if used in HPC clusters.
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MULTIPLEXED CAS13 GUIDE PREDICTION
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FIGURE 4.8: Guide Design: (a) image showing the main page of the R Shiny app with a
number that connects it to the description of the function in the text: I) the user can load
the file and select the format in which the file is provided II) the user can select which
genome to use to design the library III) the user can select the number of guides that
the program will design IV) the user will select the number of spacers for each of the
guides of the array V) the user can select the guide length VI) the user can extend the
guide by a specific amount of bases in case the system performs a maturation step VII)
the user can select if the distance between the spacers is calculated in base pairs(bp) or in
percentage VIII) the user can specify the minimum distance between the spacers within
each guide IX) the user can specify the minimum global distance between all the spacers
X) the user can specify if he wants the program to remove guides that are falling in exon-
exon junctions XI) the user can specify if he wants the program to perform an off-target
filtering step XII) the user can specify an enzyme cutting sequence or any sequence and
the spacers containing that sequence will be removed XIII) the user can specify the range

of the transcript on which he wants to design guides
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4.5 Pan-cancer CasRx sgRNA library design

While coding genes are only slightly more than 20’000 and can be targeted all

together in one single screen, our final collection contains 97817 lncRNA

families. Consequently, we had to select which would be worth screening and

therefore which ones to design the guides against. We followed mainly an

expression criterion and subsequentially a conservation one. We decided to opt

for these two criteria because only transcripts that are expressed can be

functional and can be targeted and transcripts that have clear sequence

constraints are possibly more likely to be functional [35]. With this criteria,

therefore, we expect to enrich our list for functional transcripts.

To select the lncRNAs based on conservation we used the counts obtained

previously with feature counts, normalizing them using TPM value. We chose

TPM over other commonly used methods such as RPKM or FPKM because TPM

allows a sample by sample comparison, while RPKM and FPKM do not.

TPM = A ∗ 1
∑ A

∗ 106(A =
gene count ∗ 103

gene length(bp)
) (4.1)

This is because in a given sample the sum of all TPMs is the same, therefore

when we compare two samples we compare fractions of the same size, unlike in

the other proposed methods [115, 116]. We decided to first select 30161 lncRNAs

based solely on expression level but on three different selection steps. First, we

selected the 10300 most expressed transcripts by average TPM value considering

all samples (excluded non-solid tumours like stated before). Second, we selected

10320 transcripts by average TPM value by tissue. The selection procedure
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consisted in averaging the expression values for each tumour type and going

then type by type picking the most expressed non-coding transcripts. Last, since

it is well known that a high amount of lncRNAs are cell-type-specific, we also

selected other 9540 RNAs highly expressed by single cell type. We hence

obtained 30161 lncRNAs. To this number we added another 3663 lncRNAs by

first selecting only conserved lncRNAs that were remaining after taking the first

30161 and then applying the same criteria applied before, therefore we selected

2001 lncRNAs based on total average TPM value, 1014 based on tissue average

TPM value and 648 based on cell-line-specific TPM value. After this procedure

of selection, we ended up with a list of 33824 lncRNAs on which to design the

guide RNAs against.

To design the guides for our selection we used 4 different parameter settings

of our design program. First, we decided to design a dynamic number of guides,

based on the transcript complexity, calculated by multiplying the number of

exons of the transcript times the length of the transcript. We then used the

logarithm of this number and divided it into six different equidistant regions on

the density plot, assigning to each of them from two to seven guides (Fig.4.9a).

In this way, the least complex transcripts (i.e. short transcripts with a low

number of exons) are targeted by two sgRNAs, while very complex transcripts

(i.e. long transcripts with a high amount of exons) are targeted with seven

guides. This is done because complex lncRNA families are likely arising from

highly complex loci with several different transcripts contributing to the same

family, by increasing the number of guides targeting these loci we also increase

the number of original transcripts that are knocked down in our screening, and

we also have a higher change of getting high knock-down efficiency guides.
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FIGURE 4.9: Guide Design: (a) density plot showing the number of exons times length
in bp with relative cuts used to assign the number of guides: the assignment is based
on a custom score of complexity taking into account transcript length and number
of exons and assigns an increasing number of guides to an increasing complexity (b)
genome viewer image showing the exon removal step based on deviation from the mean
expression level. The exon marked in red is removed because its expression is lower than
the mean expression minus the standard deviation (c) genome viewer image showing a
transcript with all the guides that have been designed by our program. The guides are

spanning the entire transcript length and most of its exons

Before proceeding with guide design, we filter exons of our transcripts based

on expression variance. First, we run feature counts this time obtaining exon-level

counts instead of transcript level counts. Given the nature of RNA expression, if

different exons are part of the same transcript their level of expression should be

roughly similar. Having generated our list of transcripts by merging different

isoforms and given the non-curated nature of most of the databases from which
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we take our transcripts, it is possible that one or more exons of one of our

lncRNAs are arising from a low expressed splicing isoform of the transcript, or

could also arise by an artefact produced by the de novo bioinformatic assembly of

transcripts, consequentially, targeting these exons with one of our guides could

be an inefficient strategy. In order to reduce this problem, for each RNA we take

the raw counts for each exon, normalize them by exon length and then calculate

the mean and the standard deviation of the normalized count value. We then

remove from the transcripts all the exons that have a normalized count value

lower than the mean normalized count value minus one standard deviation

(Fig.4.9b). At this point we run our design program with the following fixed

parameters: Number of Guides: based on complexity; Number of Spacers: 2;

Guide Length: 23 bp; Guide Extension: 7 bp; Avoid Exon Junction Overlap;

Enzyme Sequence to Avoid: GCTCTC; Trim Range: maintain the full transcript

range. The variable parameters are the local and global minimum distances.

Specifically, we run the program four times. The first with a local minimum

distance of 30% and a global minimum distance of 10%. Then we maintained the

guides for each transcript only if all of them had a score (according to Sanjana’s

program) of 0.75. Subsequently, we lowered the local and global minimum

distances to 25% and 5% respectively. This time we maintained the guides

targeting a transcript only if all of them were at least in the 4th quartile of

quality according to Sanjana’s score. At last, we lowered to 15% and 1% of local

and global minimum distances and as the last step, we just used a distance of 30

base pairs, always maintaining the guides only if all the ones from each

transcript were in the fourth quartile of quality. We decided to use these criteria

because it permits us to retrieve guides that are far away enough from each
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other so that they target the transcripts by covering most of their length. In the

cases where this leads to a lower quality of the guides, we shortened the length

coverage of the transcript maintaining a high quality of the guides, thus having

always the best set of guides targeting the transcript for as much of its length as

possible. An example of how the guides look like for a general transcript is

shown in Fig.4.9c. The fused transcript shown has been assigned 4 guides (each

of them has 2 spacers) based on the aforementioned criteria. Those guides are

spanning the entire merged transcript covering three out of six exons, but the

three not covered are small in size. From the original transcripts from which the

fusion is derived all of the seven isoforms are targeted with the guides.

To perform a good quality CRISPR screening it is not sufficient to use only

the targets we are interested in. In order to have a solid statistical background, a

series of controls should be used [26]. First, we need two types of targeting

controls. The first type consists of genes that are, according to actual scientific

knowledge, always essential, which are genes whose knock-down results in a

significant decrease in viability of the cells where these transcripts were knocked

down. The second type of targeting control are genes that are known to be never

essential. These genes when knocked down will not lead to a decrease in cell

viability, since their role is not of particular importance for cell survival. These

two controls give us a general idea of whether the screen was successful or not

and whether the results of this screen (e.g. the genes that dropped out) are

statistically reliable. To obtain these controls we first selected a list of 300 always

essential and 300 never essential genes. These are taken based on information

from the depmap portal where the always essential genes are genes that are

always found to drop out while the never essential genes are genes that are

https://depmap.org/portal/
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never found to drop out in cRISPR screenings. These two lists will be used as

controls for the screen analysis with MAGeCK [117] in order to assess the

functionality of the screen and the validity of our list. Once this list was made,

we used our program to design Cas13 sgRNAs against the MANE select isoforms

of those transcripts. MANE select is a collection of transcripts shared by RefSeq

and Ensembl/GENCODE and contains for each coding gene a representative

transcript, which is the main isoform derived from a specific gene. Where we

could not find a MANE select isoform for our control genes, we derived

manually the ENSEMBL canonical representative sequence. The third type of

control consists of non-targeting sequences. These sequences are designed in

such a way that they do not have any target among the transcripts of the cells.

To generate these guides we followed a procedure in line with the one described

by [118]. We generated ten thousand random 23mers and mapped them to the

genome using bowtie and allowing up to three mismatches, we filtered only the

sequences that were found not to map in any location of the genome and, among

these, randomly selected 600 23mers. We then generated an additional 600

7mers and randomly merged them with the 23mers to obtain 30bp sequences,

that is the sgRNA length required by our CRISPR/Cas13 system used with

multi-spacer sgRNAs. After the aforementioned procedure, we could design

guides according to our criteria for 24172 lncRNAs (The full selection procedure

is described in Fig.4.10a). On this final list of lncRNAs, we performed a quality

control analysis. Considering the criteria upon which we chose this selection we

expected to enrich in more complex transcripts. This can be observed in

Fig.4.10b and 4.10c where we clearly see an increase in transcripts of more than 2

exons and in longer transcripts compared to Fig.4.6a and b.
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We also checked which databases were represented more and also here, like in

the whole collection, it is mainly correlated to the size of the database, resulting

in bigger databases being more represented in our selection (Supplementary Fig

2).

Our lncRNAs families were obtained by merging transcripts from different

databases, and since we target our fusion transcripts in a broad manner we

expect to target several of the original lncRNAs. Indeed, the number of original

transcripts that we target is close to 50% in all the main databases, with

lncRNAdb having retained the highest amount and LncBook the lowest

(Fig.4.10d). Considering evolutionary conservation, the percentage of conserved

transcripts in the selection is higher than the one in the broad collection, as well

as the percentage of transcripts coming only from papers (Fig.4.10e). This is

expected since we enrich in conserved transcripts with our selection criteria.

4.6 Characteristic of the Targeted lncRNAs Collection

In order to assess the characteristics of our list and to perform in the future more

detailed RNA-seq related analysis (e.g. differential expression analysis)

integrating our data with other datasets, and since we aim to quantify

expression on a transcript level we decided to use pseudo-alignment methods,

in particular Salmon [119], to map RNA-seq reads from CCLE. The classical way

of quantifying genes proceeds with the mapping of the reads on the entire

genome using splice-aware aligners like STAR and then counting the reads

falling uniquely into a feature. This approach is valid for gene-level counts, but

to compare transcript level counts (which usually present a high amount of

https://combine-lab.github.io/salmon/
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overlap between the features) tools like salmon are recommended [120]. The

principal characteristic of Salmon is that it performs an alignment using a

quasi-mapping method directly on the reference transcriptome and using a

statistical model of RNA-Seq that takes into account several well-known biases

of RNA-Seq, giving in output directly the counts and the TPM values. Those

counts are not integer numbers because Salmon can split in an intelligent

manner the reads assigning partial reads based on the probability that a read is

arising from one transcript or another. To select our lncRNA targeting list we

used already counts from feature counts, because it was the best approach to rank

the transcripts, but to perform analysis, Salmon is recommended. We, therefore,

ran Salmon on the RNA-Seq data from CCLE to quantify again the transcripts.

First, we wanted to check if the results correlate with the counts obtained from

feature counts. With coding genes, the correlation is extremely high (Pearson R:

0.966) and has also a good value for our selection of lncRNAs (Pearson R: 0.696).

The correlation line for the lncRNAs is a bit shifted to the right (towards feature

counts axis), due to the settings that were used, that is counting two times reads

that fall into multiple overlapping features (Supplementary Fig 3). We plotted

again a PCA and a heatmap for sample correlation using the lncRNAs count

data, resulting in a clustering really similar to the one obtained with feature

counts (Fig.4.11a and Fig.4.11b). Thus, our lncRNAs selection is able to

recapitulate the transcriptomic diversity across the different tumour types.
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Once we had Salmon count tables for CCLE data we wanted to check the

behaviour of our list regarding the cell lines that we selected to perform the

screening. We selected the lncRNAs to be screened considering all cell lines from

CCLE except non-solid tumour lines. This is because we aim to end up with a

list that can be widely used and functional for different laboratories and

purposes. We created a heatmap representing the level of expression of the

selected lncRNAs in our cell lines (Fig.4.12a). It clearly shows that in each cell

line a big part of our selected lncRNAs is expressed. The TPM values in the

heatmap also correlate with the selection methods, with the RNAs selected by

total average being the most expressed, followed by the tissue-specific and then

the cell line-specific ones. We can also observe a slight enrichment of conserved

transcripts in the lower part of the heatmap, where expression values are low.

This is mostly because we selected the conserved lncRNAs after having already

selected 30000 transcripts by their expression, resulting in the remaining

transcripts that could be selected having a much lower level of expression. More

in detail, we find that the number of expressed lncRNAs is comparable in all the

tumour types, with lung expectably having the higher number of expressed

transcripts for a bias due to it being over-represented in the CCLE collection

(Fig.4.12b). In total, considering all of our cell lines together, only the 2.3% of our

library is not expressed in any of the cell lines used (we considered to be not

expressed transcripts with TPM < 0.001), with the 97.7% being screenable

lncRNAs (Fig.4.12c). Given all this, we can say that screening our sgRNAs

library on this set of cell lines will give us valuable insights into lncRNA

functionality.
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FIGURE 4.12: Final overview of our transcript selection: (a) Heatmap showing the
expression of every selected lncRNA in the 60 established cell lines along with the
conservation status and the origin of the selected transcript (b) Box Plot showing the
number of expressed transcript of cell lines in each tissue type (c) Pie Plot showing the
percentage of the list transcripts that are expressed at Salmon Mappingleast in one of our

cell line collection with a TPM > 0.001

4.7 Evaluation of the CasRx lncRNA-panCancer

library

To test our library of sgRNAs we performed a first whole-genome screening on

the PDAC (Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma) cell line MIAPACA2. We decided to use

this cancer cell line because of the promising knock-down efficiency given by the

validation tests (Fig.4.3d). We performed a dropout screen. By infecting the cells

with our sgRNA lentiviral library (each cell is infected with one guide by using a

low multiplicity of infection), we are knocking down a specific lncRNA for each

infected cell. If this lncRNA is essential for survival in that cell line, the infected

cell will die more frequently. On the contrary, if that lncRNA doesn’t affect

survival the cell will grow as if no knock-down is performed. We can also have

the case in which the lncRNA is bad for survival and its knock-down leads to

increased proliferation. By letting the cells grow we will have a selective

pressure that will cause the cells where the essential RNAs were knocked down

to be under-represented. To measure this effect we performed this experiment

on two replicates and after three weeks of passaging, the cells were sequenced.

The sgRNA library is sequenced to be used as a control. A sgRNA is considered

under-represented if its frequency after the experiment is lower than its

frequency in the control and vice-versa for the over-represented sgRNAs.
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FIGURE 4.13: Analysis of MIAPACA2 CRISPR/CasRx pooled screen: (a) bar plot
showing the number and percentage of reads mapping correctly to the sgRNA reference,
we get around 82% mapping reads in each sample (b) correlation plot showing sample-
sample correlation of RNAseq counts derived from mapping to the sgRNA reference.
MIAPACA2 samples are clustering together and are distant from the control (c) density
plot showing the Beta-score of non-essential control genes and essential control genes.
Non-essential genes have an average of 0, which means they are not dropping out, while
essential gene density is pronouncedly shifted towards negative beta-scores (d) scatter
plot showing the LFC calculated with the average of the 2 best gRNAs. The mon targeting
genes and the non-essential genes are tightly distributed in the centre while essential
genes are shifted to lower LFCs. lncRNAs, as expected, are distributed in a broader way.
(e) bar plot showing the percentage of conserved transcripts among the lncRNA hits. (f)
pie plot showing the function of the 118 dropout and enrichment hits. We found several
cancer-associated genes and among these genes are well-known lncRNAs like MALAT1

and NEAT1. The majority of the lncRNAs have no known function

We performed the analysis of the sequencing with an in-house pipeline that

is a wrapper around the MAGeCK tool [117]. The pipeline was made for

CRISPR/Cas9 screenings with single guides, but our guides contain two

spacers, therefore we adapted the pipeline in order to read and use only the first

spacer of the two to do the analysis. Even though the second spacers are not

used, this doesn’t affect the analysis because the guide pairs are unique and both

are dropping out at the same rate.

After performing the counting we had a quality control step. We found a

good ratio of mapping reads that is higher than 80% in both the MIAPACA2

replicates and in the control (Fig.4.13a). In addition to that, all the samples

correlate very well, both the MIAPACA2 samples are clustering together and are

more different than control (Fig.4.13b). As a quality control proving that the

screening works, we checked if the controls behave as expected, that is the

non-essential control genes must not have a significant dropout while the

essential control genes should result in a lower beta-score, which means that
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their depletions results more often in a deadly phenotype, which is exactly what

we can see in Fig.4.13c. Of note is that since the essential genes are genes that are

always dropping out in Cas9 screens, we expect at least a part of them not to

drop out with CasRx, since this is a knock-down experiment while Cas9

performs a complete knock-out. Indeed, we can see from Fig.4.13c that the

difference is not as strong as it would be in a Cas9 dropout screening.

From the MAGeCK analysis results, we found only 3 statistically significant

dropout lncRNAs hits and 6 enrichments (the cell survives more after the

knock-down than expected so that particular gene should have an

anti-proliferative role, as, for example, a tumour suppressor). This little amount

of significant genes could be due to the fact that each of our targets is actually

representing different RNA isoforms therefore some gRNAs could target non

expressed isoforms, or could mean that the knock-down efficiency for the

sgRNAs is more heterogeneous in the CasRx system than in the Cas9 system.

On top of that, MAGeCK uses the median of the gRNAs scores in order to

calculate the significance of the hit, this would worsen the just highlighted

problems since the median is less influenced by the better guides in the pool.

This is an expected problem that also other screens found [25, 74]. To overcome

this issue, Liu et al. [25], in a screening performed with the CRISPRi system,

selected the best 3 gRNAs per gene and used the mean [25]. Considering all this,

we opted for selecting the best two gRNAs LFC (Log Fold Change) for each

transcript in each replicate and averaged them. We then set an empirical

threshold for an LFC to be considered a hit taking into account the LFC values

from the never essential genes. This solution is not optimal but can give us an

overview of how the screening performs in terms of which kind of hits we find.
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In the close future, a more robust statistical method based on this averaged LFC

measure has to be properly developed.

LFC = log2(
treatment guide count

control guide count
) (4.2)

From the plot shown in Fig.4.13d we can have a panoramic on the result of this

approach. As expected, the non-targeting controls and the non-essential control

genes are not dropping out, while the essential control genes have a lower LFC

and 131 of them are dropouts. From our targeted lncRNAs we found 118 hits of

which 82 are dropouts and 36 are enrichments. Of these hits 27.1% corresponds

to conserved lncRNAs (Fig.4.13e). We manually annotated this list of dropouts

and enrichments and we found that 14.4% of them corresponds to non-coding

RNAs that have been associated with cancer, 27.1% are known lncRNAs that are

not associated with malignant neoplasms and 58.5% have unknown function.

Among the hits with known association with cancer, we find also MALAT1 and

NEAT1 that are two of the most well-characterised lncRNAs and present several

associations with cancer [121, 122]. In particular, MALAT1 is an evolutionary

conserved single exon 8kb lncRNA that is recruited to nuclear paraspeckles [10];

it was suggested as a marker for poor prognosis in patients affected by

early-stage non-small lung cancer [123] and was later associated with different

cancers [121]. NEAT1 is an essential lncRNA for the formation of paraspeckles

[124], its associations with cancer are several and is one of the most studied

lncRNAs [122]. In our screening NEAT1 is the best dropout hit. The lncRNA

SNHG16, which is the second most dropout hit on our screen after NEAT1, was

found to be oncogenic in several cancer types [125]. But most specifically and of
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importance for our results, the expression of this lncRNA was found

upregulated in pancreatic cancer tissues and this upregulation was linked to

poor survival. In addition to this, its knock-down inhibited tumour growth in

vitro and in vivo [126], this is in line with our screening results, where

knock-down of this lncRNA led to an under-proliferating phenotype. Besides

these lncRNAs, we find several others. For example, the dropout LINC00526

was found downregulated in human glioma and correlated with a poor

prognosis, and its knockdown was linked to the promotion of glioma cell

proliferation [127] while the enriched transcript lnc-IGFBP4-3 was found

upregulated in lung cancer and its overexpression promoted Lung Carcinoma

cell proliferation [128]. Another dropout in our list, PVT1, was found to be

significantly upregulated in pancreatic cancer [129].
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Chapter 5

Discussion

Genome-wide CRISPR screenings of coding genes have been widely performed

since the advent of this technology. Although they present a certain degree of

consensus within the scientific community regarding the key guidelines to

follow when performing them and there are several available widely tested

sgRNA Cas9 libraries [130], they have been mainly carried out on

protein-coding genes, while lncRNA genome-wide screenings are a novelty in

the field [56]. Thus, there are only a few libraries available regarding lncRNAs in

cancer with several limitations, namely, they have been designed only for a

small subset of lncRNAs (25) expressed in one cell line (chronic myeloid

leukaemia K562) upon anti-cancer drug treatment [80] and to target specifically

circular RNAs (crRNAs), which require a completely different design approach

[81]. With our sgRNA library, we seek to overcome this problem by collecting

entries from all the most up-to-date lncRNA databases and by broadening the

spectrum of our targets to include information from 841 cell lines derived from

22 different cancer types (oesophagus, stomach, ovary, soft tissue, skin,

endometrium, bone, pancreas, lung, central nervous system, large intestine,
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pleura, breast, upper aerodigestive tract, urinary tract, kidney, prostate, biliary

tract, liver, autonomic ganglia, thyroid, cervix) derived from the Therefore, we

believe that our library will be of great interest not only for us but for many

research laboratories willing to perform genome-wide screening of lncRNAs

without having to design their own custom libraries, hence saving time.

The only Cas13 functional screenings performed up to now, were carried out

only on 25 specific lncRNAs with the purpose of studying anti-cancer drug

response [80] and on circular RNAs [81, 82], while the biggest lncRNA screening

related to cancer in terms of the number of targets and amount of screened cell

lines knocked-down 16401 lncRNAs reading out a cell proliferation phenotype

on 7 different cancer cell lines [25]. This makes our library the biggest lncRNA

targeting library available up to date, with a selection of 24172 targets that, being

derived from the fusion of several more transcripts has a much higher virtual

number of potential targets which we calculated to be 182309.

It was also shown that most of the lncRNAs mainly exercise their function in

a tissue-specific fashion [97], raising the question of whether the use of only a

handful of cell types would hinder important discoveries. This problem is

addressed in our study by establishing a massive amount of CasRx cell lines

derived from 10 different tumour types, maximizing our possibility to find

several lncRNAs that might be functional in a cancer type-specific manner, but

not broadly, and that might have been missed in the lncRNAs screenings already

published. All this, along with the fact that the amount of lncRNAs that have

been found functional in cancer is low [27], highlights the potential of our

screening platform to provide new significant insights into lncRNA

functionality.
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The lag between protein-coding and non-coding transcriptome annotations

is a major drawback for the study of lncRNA functinality [32]. Our fusion

approach, by putting together both manual curated and hybrid databases, along

with evolutionary conserved non-coding RNAs and an additional collection of

conserved non-coding transcripts expressed in different developmental stages

[34] is trying to minimize the bottlenecks that the use of a single database would

carry. This, jointly with the enrichment in highly expressed transcripts in cancer

cell lines and conserved transcripts will translate in a library with a great

potential to contain functional transcripts. To underline the robustness of our

sgRNA collection, a recent review [131] suggests, in order to design a lncRNA

targeting library, an approach that is extremely similar to the one that we used to

create ours and also consists in filtering for expressed transcripts via RNAseq

data analysis, and possibly add a filter for evolutionary conservation. Another

feature that emphasizes the effectiveness of our library is the amount of already

characterized lncRNAs that are found functional in cancer and that are present

also in our collection. In particular, we found that of 76 lncRNAs that were

found functional in cancer [27], 54 (which correspond to 76% of them) are

targeted by our pooled sgRNA library. Of the 18 that are not screened by our

library, eight are antisense of a protein-coding transcript (e.g. RASSF1-AS1); two

are found on the intron of a coding gene in the same strand; one was later found

to be a protein-coding gene and four are present in our collection but are not

screenable due to repetitive sequences or overlap with other RNAs. All of these

aforementioned transcripts cannot be present in our collection, since we

removed this type of RNAs due to the impossibility to assess their expression

level and therefore rank them properly to select them, or due to the impossibility
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of guide design, leaving out only three cancer-related functional lncRNAs

(namely DBE-T, DINO and lncPRESS1) that are filtered out because of low

expression levels. Nonetheless, it has to be underlined that, though not optimal,

the loss of antisense transcripts in our collection is greatly reduced due to our

design compared to other studies. In most of the lncRNAs screening performed

by far, antisense transcripts are heavily filtered out [56], while we attempt to

retain all the antisense transcripts that are screenable with our CRISPR/Cas13

system. To show this, of the 20 cancer-related antisense lncRNAs [27], we filter

out only 8, keeping the majority in our sgRNA library.

The experimental setting of our screening, using Cas13 instead of more

common RNA-interference techniques will also lead to the better discovery of

functional lncRNAs since the limitations of RNA-interference are a higher

amount of off-target effect [66], and the difficulty of its expression inside the

nucleus, which is where the majority of lncRNAs are thought to perform their

main function [69], problems that are overcome by Cas13 because of its ability to

target lncRNAs in the nucleus and its limited off-target effects [54]. ASOs, short,

synthetic single-strand oligonucleotides that trigger the downregulation of a

complementary RNA target are also encoded in the nucleus [70], but the

transient nature of their expression makes them not feasible to be used in

experiments that need to be carried out for a long time like a CRISPR screen [56],

while CasRx doesn’t present this problem since it is integrated stably in the

nucleus [84]. The use of other CRISPR tools acting on DNA can lead to false hits

due to interaction with other elements in the genome [78]. In addition to this, in

a cancer setting important genes may undergo copy number alterations and it

was found that there is a non-neglectable correlation between copy number
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variations and a gene-independent increase in dropout hits using the

CRISPR/Cas9 system [132]. By using a transcript targeting system like Cas13 we

avoid both problems, possibly reducing the number of false hits.

One major drawback of our approach is certainly the use of only unstranded

DNA protocols for the generation of RNA-Seq data. Unstranded RNA-Seq is

much less expensive than stranded sequencing, thus bringing researchers that

are carrying on massive sequencing projects like CCLE or TCGA to prefer them.

This prevents us from investigating thoroughly antisense lncRNAs because we

can only screen those antisense RNAs that are falling only in introns of coding

transcripts, leaving out the majority of the members of this family of RNAs,

which, given its nature, is of great interest and can lead to important discoveries.

In addition to this, the use of stranded RNA-Seq protocols can lead to a more

clear quantification of the transcripts like lncRNAs that are covering the same

genomic regions but on opposite strands, avoiding assigning to these transcripts

the same magnitude of counts.

With the MIAPACA2 preliminary screen, we confirmed experimentally that

our sgRNAs library works and is well designed and robust. Nonetheless, our

fusion approach giving multiple actual transcripts for every guide and the weak

consensus among which are the best parameters to design a sgRNA for the

CRISPR/Cas13 system require less strict statistics to assign significance to

dropout and enrichment hits. This might slightly increase false discovery, but

since even with our arbitrary threshold, we are still in the order of a hundred

hits and all the hits are going to be validated, this is not a major concern. Since

with our approach of calculating the LFC on the average of the selected best two

gRNAs, we get 118 hits and with MAGeCK we get 9 hits with a false discovery
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rate (FDR) of <0.05 and 78 hits with an FDR of <0.25, we would expect that a

specific statistic taking into consideration the mean LFC would give a number of

hits comparable to other lncRNA screenings already performed with different

systems. These screenings find a percentage of hits ranging from 0.29% to 7.6%

[25, 74, 99], with most of the cell lines not exceeding 1% of hits and our method

finds 118 hits in a number of targeted transcripts in MIAPACA2 that ranges

from 12000 to 14000 (Fig.4.12b) which result in an average 0.91% hits, in line

with the other screening. Developing a better statistical approach based on the

average LFC of the best gRNAs and performing the screening on other cell lines

will give a better estimation of these numbers since only one cell line doesn’t

necessarily reflect the behaviour of the system. The detection of several

lncRNAs associated with cancer is a good index of the quality of our screening

platform. We detect also a significant amount of transcripts whose function is

not related to cancer. This doesn’t necessarily mean that those transcripts have

also a specific unknown role in malignancies. In fact, selecting transcripts based

also on conservation means that some of our hits will be functional both in

normal and tumour tissues, thus, to discern between those and the ones

selectively expressed in cancer cells more bioinformatics analysis (e.g.

differential expression) should be carried on. The substantially big amount of

transcripts of unknown function (58.5%) strongly underlines the current lack of

knowledge about this class of RNAs which our study aims to help fill up.

Given our fusion approach, several guides are targeting different isoforms in

the same lncRNA family with possible different functionality. It will be useful

to modify the screening analysis pipeline in order to be able to find out which

isoforms are more functional and this could also recover some important hits
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that are not resulting significant because one of the guides is targeting a non-

functional isoform.

5.1 Future Directions

5.1.1 Dropout screen and analysis of 60 cell lines from 10 tumor

types

We already performed a test screening on the MIAPACA2 pancreas PDAC cell

line. This made sure that our screening system works properly and already gave

us insights over which lncRNAs are potentially functional in pancreatic cancer.

The next and most prominent step of this research project will be performing the

screening on all the sixty cell lines that we established from our selected ten

tumour types. This will result in several dropouts, each of them likely being

functional lncRNAs in one or more cancers. Based on previous knowledge [56],

we expect to find several non-coding transcripts dropping out only in a

tumour-type-specific manner, in concordance with the fact that most lncRNAs

are also only expressed in a tissue-type-specific or cell-type-specific fashion [97].

Since we first specifically selected also for broadly expressed transcripts (i.e.

transcripts whose average expression in all the CCLE samples was the highest),

we also expect to find a relevant number of lncRNA dropping out in more than

one unique cancer type or cell line, and since it was shown that a lower level of

conservation is linked to a more tissue-specific expression [35], we suppose to

find also a link between conservation and a less type-specific dropout, which

would translate in functionality in a broader amount of cell lines. According to
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the current bibliography, once carried out, our screening will represent the

biggest and most complete screening performed with the CRISPR/Cas13

system, as well as the one targeting the biggest amount of lncRNAs in the

highest number of cell lines. Therefore, this has the potential to find several

novel lncRNAs that are functional in cancer cells, broadening the scarce

knowledge we have about this new and highly diverse class of transcripts.

Furthermore, we think that these findings will be potentially useful also for

translational research and clinical development since several lncRNAs could be

further studied as targets of cancer therapies [133].

5.1.2 Differential Expression analysis on other tumor types and

integration with other Omics data

Big databases like CCLE, TCGA and GTex open up the possibility to analyse

unprecedented amounts of data from a variety of tissues and cancer types.

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TGCA) offers a striking collection of more than

20000 molecularly characterized primary cancers, collected and analyzed by

several researchers and laboratories around the globe since 2006, offering an

unprecedented amount of information on human cancer biology [134]. The

Genotype-Tissue Expression database (GTEx) offers a collection of human

healthy tissue samples and provides researchers with the possibility to have

hundreds of samples for each tissue for RNA-seq data analysis [135].

This has the potential to help to further understand cancer biology and have

new insights on the correlation between a broad assortment of genomic data and

clinical information (e.g. patient survival) [136]. Therefore, we plan to perform
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differential expression analysis comparing cancer samples from TGCA and

CCLE with healthy tissue samples from GTeX and to a lesser extent TGCA for

each of the tumour types that are used in the screenings and also cross-compare

different tissue to further investigate lncRNA specificity. This will give us a

complete overview of which of the transcripts from our collection could have

clinical relevance in different types of cancer, finding out also which ones are

highly tumour-type-specific and which ones have, instead, a broader role in

tumour biology.

Besides this, we sought to integrate the RNA-Seq data with other omics data,

also provided by TCGA and GTEx, namely Chip-Seq and WGS. This type of

information can allow us to further investigate the function of these lncRNAs.

We plan to use Chip-Seq data from TCGA and GTex to have a better overview of

the change of the Chromatin state in differentially expressed loci. Cancer is

caused by a different set of mutations that are positively selected. Mutations

found in cancer include point mutations in specific genes, copy-number changes

and structural variants [137]. The Pan-cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes [137]

provides a set of 2’600 cancer whole genomes from different tumour types that

along with TGCA data can be used to infer patterns of mutations related to

lncRNAs expression abnormalities.

Another type of analysis that will be interesting to perform in the near future

is the inference of Coregulatory Networks among our collection of RNAs.

Coregulatory Networks can give insights on which lncRNAs are involved in

known regulatory pathways or infer new ones opening a window on the

correlation between expression and more complex phenotypes that are arising

from the communication and co-regulation of multiple coding and non-coding
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elements [138]. While assessing co-regulation between lncRNAs poses

numerous challenges, mainly due to the lack of a clean and complete annotation

of lncRNAs and their role, the association between lncRNAs and coding genes is

feasible and could be particularly useful when investigating pathways involved

in cancer development or progression.

5.1.3 In Vivo Validation

The limitations carried by the use of 2D cultured cells are well known and

documented [139] and in pre-clinical research, only a few treatments that are

found effective in a 2D cell culture setting are also effective in in vivo

experiments [140]. The use of animal models, nonetheless, is much more

expensive and time-consuming and therefore we need in vitro research to

narrow down the candidates that can be then studied with in vivo experiments

in animal models. Up to now, only a handful of in vivo lncRNA knock-out

experiments have been performed in mouse models [141], and most of them

didn’t give appreciable cancer-related phenotype. For example, the knock-out

mice of the relatively well-characterized MALAT1 didn’t give any phenotype at

all [142]. Therefore, a lot more needs to be done to gain information on the

phenotype associated with these transcripts. In order to perform further

functional studies of lncRNA dropout hits, we generated an animal model to

perform in vivo CasRx knock-down. The use of this model to validate our targets

will be of great importance since validating the targets in in vivo models will

give increased relevance to our discoveries. Since the transcripts we will screen

in vivo will be selected among the conserved ones, we will have a direct impact
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on the advancement of understanding of the role of these lncRNAs in humans

and it will be easier to translate our findings to clinical advancements.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

We developed a CRISPR/Cas13 perturbation platform for functional genomics

studies among with a robust sgRNAs library targeting a broad set of transcripts

by merging lncRNAs from all the up-to-date available databases and performing

filtering steps to enrich for expressed and conserved transcripts in a very broad

range of cancer cell lines. Regarding the number of targeted lncRNAs, our

library is the biggest and more complete available. We generated 53 validated

CRISPR/CasRx cell lines from ten different tumor types. We proved the validity

and functionality of this system by performing a whole-genome preliminar

screen. Carrying out the screens for all the cell lines will result in the biggest

Cas13 lncRNA screen ever performed, which will possibly translate in a big

amount of new information regarding the function of non coding RNAs in

cancer that can be associated with clinical relevance in order to give possible

therapeutic targets. Besides this, this library will be of great utility as a tool for

other reasearchers willing to perform functional genomic screening in a lncRNA

context.
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Supplementary Figures
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FIGURE A.3: Correlation between Featurecounts and Salmon: (a)
Scatter plot showing the correlation between the counts obtained
with Featurecounts(x axis) and Salmon(y axis) for the coding genes
(b) Scatter plot showing the correlation between the counts obtained

with Featurecounts(x axis) and Salmon(y axis) for the lncRNAs
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